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INTRODUCTION
José Maria Pem&n ha® been proclaimed in the past year
by the Instituto de la Opinldn Pdbliea (Spain*®*Gallup
Poll”) •*«! eaeritor md® popular de Espana.**^

Though also a

novelist, poet, orator, and journalist, he has had hi®
greatest triumph® in the field of drama#

One of Spain*®

leading contemporary dramatist®, he has won wide acclaim
in Spanish America as well a# in his native country, although
he has attracted relatively little attention thus far in nonSpanish-speaking nation®.
Peaân was born in Cddiz on May 6, 1Ô97#

He graduated

from the College of San Fellp Neri of Cédlz and later received
his L.l.D. in Madrid with a thesis entitled Ensavo sobre la®
M

SsEÉMIàSâ* àt BàâMa*

After a brief period of two year® he abandoned the legal
profession in order to devote himself entirely to writing.
Pemdn began his literary career as a poet.

Apparently

he was quite successful, for in 1920 he was elected to the
Academia Hispanoamerleana of Câdiz and soon afterwards was
awarded the "Flor Natural" at the Juegos Florales de Sanldcar
de Barrameda for his composition "SI vldtlco,"

^Personal letter from Manuel Bonites SNnches-Cortee
of the Editorial B®cellcar, Madrid (April, 1956). This
letter is my chief source of information on Peaân*s bio
graphy* I have also made some use of information presented
in Qonsalo Torrent© Ballester, Literature espanola contemAgnee
1952), p. 10.
Ill

iV
His first book,

lâ vida sencilla. wa® published in

1923, and the second, Buevas poeslas. in 1925.

When his

regional short stories and sketches first appeared in the
periodical El debate. they were immediately in great demand.
Meanwhile he had also become an orator of wide prestige.
Ramiro de Maeztu, in one of the leading periodicals of Spain,
2
called him "el primer orador de las Espanas."
In 1926 he
wrote his first play, Isoldina % Polidn. which has never been
presented on the stage.

At about this time Peaân became a

member, and before long president, of Accidn Espanola, an
organization founded to promote "the restoration of the
true essence of Spain's traditions.")

He participated

actively in the campaigns conducted by this group, and in

1931 published an "Elegfs de la tradiciân de Espâna" which
won him considerable fame.
Political conditions in Spain in the 1930*8, during the
period of the ill-fated Republic, were directly responsible
for Peœân's decision to turn his attention seriously to the
field of drama.

In 1933» filled with patriotic fervor, he

presented a play which he felt the times demanded. This was
El divino impaciente. the first in a series of propagandistic
plays extolling the virtues of the Spanish people, pointing

^Letter from Manuel Benites Sânchez-Gortâs.
3lbld.

r
eut te them their "historié deetlay," *ad reminding the* of
Spelni# political and military triumph# in paet a&ea,

Joaquin

do Bntrambaeaguae, in hi* introduction to Volume IVcf Pem&n*#
collected work*,^ refer* to thee* early drama* a* the "cielo
a* la* gloria* de Bapana.*

El divine imp^clen^p mad# Pemdn

immediately famou# a# a dramatist, ebacuring for the moment
hi* renown a# a proae**riter, orator, and poet.

For thi#

dramatic work he received the Cortina Friae of the Ryal
Spanish Academy,
A# a ataumch supporter of traditionalimm Pemdn wa* at
complete variance with the Republican government of Spain,
In hi* dramatic work# produced during the Civil War of 1936
he bitterly attacked democratic government, scathingly
denounced the harmful effect* of foreign influence and
communie*, and championed the Catholic Church,
During the turbulent month# of the Civil War Pemdn
wa# elected a member of the Real Academia Espanola,

In 1939

be wa* mad# Director of that institution, one of the highest
honor# that can be accorded to a Spaniard.
position till

194.7,

Re held this

when he voluntarily resigned #o that the

directorship might be given to the great philologist Ramdn
Mendnde# Pidal,
In 1949, as an emi##ary for the Goaeejo de Niapanidsd,
Pemdn traveled through many of the American republic# giving

ra de Jg*# Karla Pem&n. 1936-19Ü0
3 w i n e r T w D T , ™ 427^

Vi

lecture*, with the purpose of exalting the contributions
of Spain to the lew World, of counteracting the so-called
"Black Legend* concerning the mistreatment of the Indians by
the conquistadores, and of uniting all Spanisb-speaklng
countries in bonds of friendship.

After returning to Spain

he set out on another lecture tour, covering the entire
Iberian Peninsula as well as Italy and France.
he again vigfced Spanish America,

In 1948

This time he was elected

a member of the Academia Argentina de Letra* of Buenos
Aires,

Peru awarded him the Gran Cruz de la Orden del Sol,

and Ecuador decorated him with the Oran Cruz de la Orden
del Mirito del Ecuador.
Still an active and prominent figure in the Spanish
theater, PernAn has produced at least three new plays in

1956. Apparently he has discontinued his career as a poet,
but his editorials and articles have continued to appear
frequently in the leading newspapers and magazines of
Madrid.
The drama of Jos* Marfa PernAn is deeply rooted In %min
and in its people.

He presents contemporary Spanish life

with a sharpness of observation and an honesty that
captures the heart of the people.

An author of broad

Interests and versatile talents, he does not concentrate
on a single aspect of his society, but concerns himself
with all the great moral, social, and political issues
which affect his country today.

vil
In the study which follows, I have limited myself to
an examination of Pemln’s plays written between 1926 and
1950, excluding his translations from Shakespeare and the
Greek tragedians,*

This limitation was made necessary by

the fact that I have been unable to gain access to the plays
written since 1950.

While it would be desirable for the sake

of completeness to consider the entire body of Pemdn's drama,
I have felt that the 35 plays I have read provide an adequate
basis for a study of his ideas. Pemân^s thought is extremely
consistent, the same ideas are repeated in play after play,
and it is unlikely that a reading of hie later plays would
uncover much fresh material or necessitate any significant
revision of the conclusions reached in the present study.
Pemln is a thoroughgoing conservative, patriotic to the
point of chauvinism, and with these facts in mind it is
possible to predict with some assurance the stand he will
take on almost any issue.
In this thesis I have considered five main aspects of
Pem&n's thought which appear to be of central importance in
his drama, namely, his attitudes with regard to:

1) the

national dignity and historic destiny of Spain, 2) government
and political reform, 3) traditionalism in general,
k) marriage and the family, and 5) religion.
I have selected this topic largely because of its

^Hamlet. Electra. Antfgona

vül
timeliness.

Pemân*s position as Director of the Real Academia,

the fact that many of his plays have been produced in statesubsidised theaters, and the courteous and immediate response
of the Spanish Foreign Ministry to my inquiries about him,
all indicate that he stands high in the favor of the Franco
regime and give him a semi-official status as a kind of
spokesman for the views of the present Spanish government
(which, incidentally, he nowhere criticises).

Thus the

ideas presented in his plays should be of particular interest
at the present time, when the United States* and Spain**
newly-found community of political Interests has given their
relationship a new significance in international affairs.
But friendly relations between two nations, if they are to
be firm and lasting, must rest on some other foundation than
mere political expediency*

It is essential that each nation

should understand and respect the other** ideas and beliefs.
The present study is offered, therefore, as a modest contri
bution to the cause of international understanding and goodwill.
It has a further justification in the fact that Pemin is
a prominent and prolific present-day writer who has not, to
my knowledge, been studied in the United States, and who
deserves more attention here than be has as yet been given,
A complete chronological list of Pemdn*s writings,
furnished by the Editorial Bscellcer of Madrid, is given as
an appendix.

CHAPTER I
NATIONAL DIGNITY AND THE HISTORIC DESTINY OF SPAIN
Pam^n** belief that Spain*8 historic deatiny ia to
regain her rightful position as one of the greater nation*
in Europe manifests itself in almost all of his early dramas,
His justification for this view, as reflected in his works,
is based essentially on three main reasons:
1)

Spain is the treasury of the values which the rest

of Europe needs in these materialistic times.

Spain has

maintained her Independence and safeguarded her sacred
traditions of faith, home, family, and patriotic spirit.
This justification of Spain’s historic destiny he fully
sets forth in his letter to "La Piconera", the fictitious
heroine who gave her life for her country in Cuando las
Cortes de Cldis {1934).

The following passage provides a

very good summary of the attitude Involved:
I hora es ya de que se enters el mundo de que lo
que Espana ha guardado y conservado con tanto
celo, an su independencia, es preclsamente lo que
el mundo, agotado y materializado, va a necesitar
ahora para s&lvarse; la fe, el espfritu, los va*
lores maorales, . . Europa puede encontrar hoy, en
el momento de su gran sed, en Espana, el pozo de
las aguas vivas que puedan consolarla. * • Ahor|i que
empieza a faltarte todo, ven a asomarte a Espana,
que tiens algo de lo que el mundo ne'cesita**fe,
hogar, familia**, conservado, durante siglos,
tras el valladar de su santa intransigencia. En

defenaa de eeae coeas murieron muchoa eepanqlee.
Pero su muerte ha de ser vlda para el mundo.*
2)

The superiority of the Spanish people he holds to be

another proof of his country*s iright to an exalted position*
In his drssmtlc works, one can observe his constant attempt
to extol what he regards as the great virtues of the
Spanlard8«"*lQyalty, unselfish love, pride, high moral
standards, courage, and faith.
The idealisation of the Spanish character is sometimes
intensified by comparison with the crude manners of other
countries.

For instance, in Como en el primer dla {1943),

a young princess of Bresl&vla with a group of her admirers
attempts to set up a government in her country free from all
historic precedents and traditions.

Her admirers are a

Hungarian, an American of Italian descent, a Scotchman, and
a gallant Spaniard.
signifying ^Savior,"

The Spaniard is called Salvador,
The group adopts desperate measures

to eliminate the old monarchy.

But the noble character of

the Spaniard shines forth; it is Salvador who persuades the
queen to fulfill her duty and conform to the traditional
standards set up by her historic predecessors.

Similarly,

Marla Pem&n, II teatro de José Marla PernAn.
1926.1950 (Madrid! Kscellcer."T9^6), p.TT^rT^As all refer,
ences to quotations from Peman's plays are taken from this
volume, they will henceforth be located by page number in
the text rather than by footncWs,

3
la *#tteraich (1942), when the prince discusses the various
European state*, Spain is several times mentioned as the
country composed of valiant people of indomitable spirit and
Independence.

Condemning the crude scanners of the foreign

diplomats at a ball, Metternich makes an exception for the
Spanish envoy, whom he describes as a dignified aristocratic
gentleman who quickly attracts the attention of the ladles
by his suaveness and polite manners (p. #48).
Pemfn seems to believe that God especially favors the
Spanish people and that their actions are in accord with
His will.

This idea can be observed in many of his plays

but in none doe* he express it so clearly as in For la
Vlr&en Ganitana.

In the sacramental auto prefixed to

this drama Aragon begs the Virgin to bring peace to his
country #

The Virgin consents and adds that the Spanish are

people whom it is necessary to have at hand (p. 665).

In

the drama Itself, the Holy Virgin actually takes on human
form and acts as captain of the defenders of Zaragoza against
the French,

The popular verse sung by the citizens of

Zaragoza (p. 667);
La Vlrgen del Pilar dice
que no quiere ser francesa;
que quiere ser capltana
de la gents aragonesa.
shows the preference of the Virgin for the Spanish above
the French.

This Instance of divine protection is appar

ently intended to convince the Spanish people that their
cause is God's cause, and that He will aid them to recover

4
their

poeltles of leederehlp amoi% the Chrletlea

metleo# of the world»
J)

¥m$M*ë

third jmetifleatlom of Spain*# historié

d##tlmy 1# the fact that Spai# waa the ereator of a anlver*
#al ealtare, the nation which had diecovered the hew her Id
and which had taken the leading part in civiliaing America.
Panin enpreeaea the opinion that Europe need# to feel the
reepowihility for the cnltnre it hae developed over the
oentnriea and brought to other continente, and to defend
it againet the non*-Ohrl»tian world.

In title taek Bnrope

nmet look to Spain for leederahip and eicaaple,
fble concept ie brought out eharply in Almoneda (19)6),
in which Gaeann, ropkeeenting the traditional Spaniard,
preaente an allegorical playlet, *Anto da la encaladora,'*
urging the educator# of inrope to realise the reaponaibi11ty
of defending their cnltnre.

In thia faraa, Inrope, repreaw#

ted a# a ehitewaaher, ia whitening her farm, the world,

her

helper# are the inplerer, who open# the land#; the Oolonlaer,
who eettlee the new conntriee; and the Wlaai<mary, id»o bleaaea
the race#.
pain.

The paintbrueh ia ayWbolle of ardent deaire and

The rent of the world ia depicted by representative#

of the yellow and dark racea, filled with fear and ignorance,
who kneel before fUrope, who whiten# all those who look upon
her with the light of dawn on the outside and the light of
God on the inside, holding by the hand a child-#**una nina

que représenta a Espana, hlja predilecta de Europe, en su
labor de clvilizaei&m,"

(p. 496).

In two earlier plays, ^

divino Impaciente and

santa

vlrreina (1939)» Pemfn exalts the contributions of Spain to
the Sew World in order to counteract the "Black Legend"
concerning the cruel treatment of the Indians.

In the intro

duction to |ja santa vlrreina. Peain states that the plot,
taken from the Peruvian legend of the discovery of quinine,
has offered him an occasion to glorify the "gran obra colonial
espanola" (p. $69).

Through the protagonist, Dona Francisca

Henrfquez, the viceroy's wife, symbolic of Spain's maternal
love for America, the author shows that it was love, not
dominance, which united these two countries.

Dona Francisca

is untiring in her charitable work among the Indians.

She

teaches them to love God and their neighbors, and rebukes
the other Spanish colonizers for their mistreatment of the
Peruvian natives.

Zuma, the mestisa, is representative of

the alliance of the chaotic forces of the Sew World and the
traditional order of old Spain,

Through the religious

teachings and kindness of Dona Francisca, Zuma becomes
deeply devoted to the viceroy's wife.

When Doifa Francisca

becomes ill with malaria, Zuma administers the "quinine" cure,
kept secret by the Incas, to her.

Ximeo, the Indian chief,

typifies the good feeling of the Indians toward Spain,
reveals the secret of the quinine to the viceroy's wife
"Out of faith and love of Spain" (p. 646).

The closing

He

6
words of the drama spoken by D ^ a Francisca, are; (p.

646)%

uaa vas el mundo tendrd / cura en alma y cuerpo por la
patria mia.1”

In this quotation lies Pem&n*a object in

writing this work.

Evidently he desires to show the

enormous benefits that Spain bad given to humanity by
christianising new lands, by enlightening the superstitious
and ignorant races with new knowledge, and by establishing
order in ungoverned lands.

America, says PemAn, was created

in the image and likeness of the Christian civilization of
Spain,

Thus Dona Francisca observes (p.
No hay estremo que no lien#
sin tasa este amor pr^fundo:
que el modo que Espana tiene
de dar vida a un Nuevo Mundo
as un mlrarse al espejo
para tocarse con flores,
un derretirse de amores
sofflo Harcisco, al releje
de si misma; . . .

This idea isreiterated in these lines

directed to

the

Peruvians but containing a message for all LatinAmerica
(p. 645); ”Si vosotros no sois slno espacole® / que habdis
perdido el barco de regresoî"

In fact, Spain's great

colonial work is emphasised to such an extent in the drama
that it is almost self•defeating»
SI divino impaciente stresses Spain's important role in
bringing Chrisdanity to all the pagan world.

The Jesuit

order, founded in Spain, was the first missionary group
to teach the word of God, not only in Latin America, but
in every part of the pagan world,

It is the immortal Jesuit,

7
6t, Francle Xavier, with whom Pomfn deals in this drama.
Xavier, symbolic of Spain's ardent desire to teaeh all racea
the love of God, travels through the Orient preaching the
Catholic religiom, ministering to the sick, and educating
the people, until his death.

Though the play is basically

a dramatic interpretation of the missionary work of St.
Francis Xavier, a definite trace of patriotism permeates the
whole work.

For instance, there is the scene in which the

Japanese refuse the teachings of Xavier, but do not b u m his
but because they hold his country in high esteem.

There is

also the scene in which Xavier extols the great missionary
work of Spain in these words (p. 1$5)*
Vengo de Espa^,
que es uns pena que clerra
per Occidente la tierr<r
que el Mar Tenebroso bans;
granero de Dios, enclerra
eosecha para inundar
el mundo, y al aventar
esa eosecha que digo,
yo soy un grano de trlgo
que trajo el viento al asar.
In these early plays P w & n also attempts to make the
Spanish conscious of the necessity of self#sacriflce in order
to give the nation character and historic individuality.

To

accomplish this, he resorts to the typically Spanish method
of creating a fervor of patriotism by looking back to Spain's
historic past.

Be evokes the glorious military triumphs of

Spain and presents her immortal personages in Ouando las
Cortes de Câdlz and For la Vlrgen Capltat*.

These are

#
hl#t0rle*l plmya

v*llamt etruggl#

%h# Fr#&$h 1» tb# N«Q*ol#oAlc W#r#,

?b# author »e«m# to h*v#

tWL« pariod h#ew## It i# th# only tl#e in ttA
nla#t##uth aantnry to lAloh th# Spanloh o#n look h#ok with
yool #ati ofmotion and prido,

%&# war againot hapoloon may

w o n ho rogardod by thorn ao oomponoation for tholr loooo#
and dogradatlon in other roopooto.

In tbooo two play#

P#m&# appoala to tho ooooion man to follow in tbo footatop#
of hla horoio prodoooaaoro.

For it waa tho pooplo lo xaaaa,

not tho Spaniah gorormaoRt, that volnntarlly roaiatod tho
armioa of Mapoloon#

Ho idealiaoa boro tho harooa of tho

paat in ordor to point ont to tho Spaniah tho glory of
martydom and aolfH»aorifioo for thoir oonntry#
th, m b l , flgur, of

Sèsaââ.

**la Pl#on#ra$* who roproaonta tho horoio oharaotoriatioa
whioh mako tho oommon pooplo groati
and indopomionoo,

loro, faith* dignity

*la Moonora," whioh aorwoa aa a profaoo

to th# play, toll# her to go out into tho world* bringing
to all her word# of faith and horoiam,

Poadbt appoala to

the aoomon pooplo, for ho foola that they aro tho ooro of
th# nation.
?ha prinoiplea of national digoity and liberty aro
atroaaod in Por la Fir^on GaoitaRa.

Tho work ia dadioatod

to tho valiant dofonaa of Zaragoaa agalnat th# Fronoh in
ld09#

Ooneral Palafoa OKaaqulifioa tho Indomltablo apirit

of tho Spaniah, roaiating tho fronoh to tho and and

9
demanding an honorable peaoe.

The Spanish are depicted as

proud people, capable of fighting to the last man to maintain
their national honor, When the French are about to seize
Zaragoza General Palafox shouts to the captain of his war-weary
men (p. 72)? "(CapltAa, a former!.,.si / todavfa para una
formacldn / os quedan hombres."

In Captain Zapata we see

the Spaniard's loyalty to his homeland.

He gives his life,

the greatest sacrifice M s country demands, in order to
maintain his honor, the most important thing to a Spaniard,
and not to betray his country,

Teresa represents the personal

affection the Spaniard has for his country.

Married to a

French marshal, Teresa leaves him to return to Zaragoza,
because of the deep sympathy she feels for her homeland
upon seeing its devastation and the suffering undergone
by her people,

Her great pride inher country is shown in

the statement that she is Spanish and will shout it to the
world (p. 715),
In this land of "miracle and lottery," Pem&n says in
For la Vlrgen Capltana> the future is unpredictdble, for
Spain, with her indomitable spirit, can again rise above
dark times and overcome superior forces which may besiege her
as she has done in her historic past,

Pem&n warns the

nations not to judge Spain as a "has-been".
Great emphasis is placed on Spain's tradition of independence in P«aln's historical dramas. He holds the view
that independence is the essence of a strong nation, for
liberty is the incentive which moves the people,

Pemin's

10
1#

If »

1# to b#

imiopoodOBt

It ###% r#*«h *& #b#ol»t# toLmilty# thot 1#, b#oo*# * »%#t#
oomplot# Im

%fitb it# m m ###r#d trWitlom# and valu*##

la #oa#o#a#oa wttb thi# idaa PmWk* advooata* that hi#
doaatry dav#lop a oultar# aod pay#omality of it# o%m, diatiact
fro# ali oth#r atat##*

fo a##e#pü#h thi#, h# faal# it i#

»#####ayy to raaiat ail foraigm iafla#####*

th# iaflitr#tio#

of for#ig# idaa# iato tpaia ha# ia the paat aauaed diaaaity
aad thraataaad to daatroy tb# p#api#*# faith, aad thair
tradltioaal ataadarda#
Th# avil# of for$i#a iaflaaa## fi&ur# ia aaay of hi#
$fO%i&#*

la Cimnaro# (1934), for oaaapla, thor# 1# a loag

aapoaitioa oa th# importa### of aa iad#p#ad#at #tat#,
Carélaai ^imiaa#, portrayad a# a wi#a aad homaat rular,
aaatiom# Gharia# V of tpaia agalaat th# waakaaiag #ff##t#
of foraiga iafiaaa## aad ooaatmatiy atriv## to obatraat
th# Flaaiiah iava#iaa of hi# aoaatry#

M# tall# th# Fiaaiah

aohiamaa Qailiemo d# ipré# that fiaodar# aad &paia muat
ramaia aaparat# from #a#h othar (p* W ) t
haaatra# ti#rra#
y modo# #oa daaigaal##,
%u# ailf fiorido,
oaoo,
ya advartfo, qoa haaa #1 air#
aa Flaada#, eomo %m# movia,
y am Caatiila, aomo urn padr#.

In aisste im. ssmt m

"i* pieo«»r«,“ « lom i

oomaa who #a#rifl#a# har U f a for her ooomtry amd faith, i#
th# viotim of har owa igmoraaea.

&h# i# #%a#mt#d by th#

11
French when $he attempt* to paee through their lines to deliver
a letter,

She believee that she is rendering her eountry a

great service, plotting to destroy the Catholic religion in
Spain.

PemAn points out here that an internal "fifth column"

is aa much a destructive force as an outside enemy (p. 225):
T que aprenda Espana entera
de la pohre Plconêra.
o6mo van el mi w o Centro
royendo de su madera
los enesiigos de dentro
cuando se van los de fuera,
^
Bdentras que el pueblo se engwa
con ese engano marclal
de la guerra y de la hasaw,
le esta royendo la entrana
yna traicion criminal...
#la Lola murld del mal
*
de que estd murlendo Espanaf
Though many of his plays show Pemdn's abhorrence of
all foreign influence, in no play does he voice his protest
against it more strongly than in Almoneda.

In this drama

filar, who has been chosen "Miss Europe," and her friends,
craving excitement, adopt any new foreign custom, regardless
of it# inferiority,

Nikita, filar's negro chauffeur,

representing the Moors, a race which the $panlsh for
centuries fought to drive from their country, is admired
by filar and her friends.

Though he is crude and barbaric,

they are greatly attracted to him because of his foreign
ways.

Not only do they admire him, but they also attempt to

imitate his actions.

Nikita greedily takes from Pilar and

her friends but gives them nothing in return, save his
brutality and Ingratitude.

When Pilar hae an illegitimate
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child by Nikita, he leaves her.

Realising the degrading

position to which Nikita has lowered her, Pilar renounces
her frivolous ways of the past and attempts to build a new
life, based on simplicity.

The picture that Pem&n gives

us here is the degenerating and shameful dregs of foreign
influence.

He suggests the dangerous consequences that

might befall those who continue to be influenced by foreign
ideas, beliefs or customs.
Holding such a distrustful attitude toward foreign
influence as this, it is natural that Pemfn should have a
strong contempt for the communists, who were infiltrating
Spain during the Civil War,
is very transparent in W

Pemdn*s abhorrence of Communism

ellos es el mundo (193®) and in

several scenes in Hay slete peoados (1943).

Pemln himself

states that he wrote the former with the Intention of
dedicating a song to the Spanish youth combating communism.
Throughout this drama there is a constant outpouring of
indignation at the barbaric treatment of the Spanish by
the communists during the Civil War.

He complains that this

group has attempted to disunite his people, and in the process
has caused anarchy.

Their concept of life discards God; they

make their laws to fit their own selfish purposes,

Fernando,

the protaganlst, indignant at the cosmiuolsts * cruel and
barbaric measures, exclaims (p, 323): "Hay que limpiar a
SspafTa de esas sabandijas."
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In one eoene In Hay alete peoado*. PemAm dlgraeaea from
the plot In order to expound on the ravagea done to hi# country
by the "Reds,"

Some nune beg funda for their orphanage from

Dona Mercedes.

They complain that the eommunleta have taken

all their food, clothes, furniture, and even their dishes.
Dona Mercedes gives them food and sympathises vltb them.

But

she adds that in spite of all the destruction that "those
savages* have done, they have not been able to destroy the
Spaniards* great faith (p. 982).

Elsewhere in the swae play

Pemln suggests the communists* disrespect for and shameful
treatment of Spanish women.

Anuncla and Leén, both of whom

have experienced the Civil War, speak of the peace and order
which the new government has brought to Spain.

Anunoia says

that when the communists were in Spain a woman could not go
alone through the streets without being molested.

Now, with

the extermination of the communists a woman can be polite to
a man without bis taking it for

more than an expression of

friendliness.
Peaân vehemently protests against international finance,
He especially distrusts the motives of the Americans in
finance armament projects.

He says that they are ready to

give generously to help the Europeans in their wars, because
in the end they always profit by them.

El testamento de la

Mariposa (1941) boldly expresses this view.

The Grand

Mar1strate of a city (not named) in Spain asks Sir Archibald,
a financier born in England but now living in New York, to
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finance a project for the improvement of the city.

Sir

Archibald ie more intereeted in flnamcing an armament project
because he feels it is much easier to promote. Popular
sentiment, he says, will not support projects of construction,
such as railroad building or improvement in agricultural
machinery.

The democratic congress ia always more prone to

finance war goods.

The Grand Magistrate, the mouthpiece of

Pms&n agrees and adds that America is always willing to
finance European wars because she always profits by them.
America gives a positive guarantee of success, but for her
commission she is given indirect control of a whole country
even to its mineral rights,
Pem&n voices his fear of the powerful influence that
the United States is gaining in Spain.

In Todo a medio hacer,

he remarks that the American movies give an unrealistic
picture of life.

The Spanish people, discontent with their

simple lives, are attempting to pattern their manner of
living on the false social standards put forth in the
movies.

He also protests against Americans import of goods

into Spain, which is threatening the home market,

The

Spanish are becoming dissatisfied with their own products
and more and more American goods are gaining a foothold in
Spain*® industry.

In ^

no he venido a traer la paz Paco

Iniesta, a prominent and wealthy man, tells Father Juan de
Dios, the protagonist, that a neighbor is jealous of him
because he is prosperous and can afford the luxury of owning
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a Ford car*

Father Juan do Diom, the Spaniah tradltlonallat,

dlamayed at the Importance American producta are gaining In
Spain, remarka (p. 926)%

"laa marcaa amerloanaa, eomldndoae

a loa grandee apellldoe eepanolesf

La 6pooa,.."

Pem&B etreeeee the Importance of the "divine plural,"
that le, the need for the Spanish to forget their dlfferencee
and work together, with courage and hope in the future, for
a greater Spain,

In De elloa ea el mundo. he appeals to the

new generation to discard their defeatist attitude*

la the

words of Fernando, the protagonist, he rebukes the Spanish
for believing year after year that nothing waa happening la
Spain until they were rudely awakened by the Civil War*

He

asks the new generation If they are able to endure one more
day the shameful spectacle that Spain is giving the world,
or If they will continue being cowards, abandoning Spain to
the enemies of the country, delivering her %fithout resistance.
He appeals to the youth to fight for their country, even If
they must give their lives,

Pemin appeals to the rich and

poor, the young and the old, the common people and the
nobility to unite to make Spain whole.
In summary, Peadn*s ideas on national dignity and the
historic destiny of Spain are basically these;
faith in the future of Spain.

He has great

He believes that her historic

destiny is to regain her rightful position among the leading
nations of the world.

His justification for this belief is

the fact that Spain, creator of a universal culture, has
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epzead Cbrletiaoity throughout the world and brought clvili*
zatlom to America.

Spain ie a ]Uw^ of aupeyior people living

in the grace of God, a country that haa maintained the aaored
traditions of faith, home and family, and Independent spirit,
precisely the qualities which Europe needs in these material*
ietio times.
Pemdn observed that the Civil War was threatening the
national dignity of Spain.

Anarchy permeated all Spain and

communist infiltration into the country disrupted her society
and threatened complete disunity.

This caused in Peialn a

bitter attitude toward foreign influence, and made the need
for sacrifice by the people to maintain Spain*s independence
of paramount Importance to him.

Pemdn feels that if the

people of his nation are united, they can overcome any
obstacles which may confront them.

To reach the state of

complete unity, class conflicts and prejudices must be
eliminated.

He recalls 8paln*s glorious historic past,

and dreams of his country once more assuming the dominant
position in Europe which she had in the sixteenth century.

CHAPTER II
ABSOLUTE GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL REFORM
Man»g concept of government has always been a much diseueeed Issue since the first unit of society was formed.

But

at no moment does it become of such paramount importance as
when a country is at the dawn of a revolution.

During such

a period a political consciousness is awakened in the people ;
they begin to take stock of the political theories on which
their government Is based, and of the virtues of their pollticians,

Spain found herself in such a situation in the early

1930»8.

Under such circumstances as these, it was only natural

that Pemân, a writer so intensely concerned with the good of
■his country, should present his political theories and ideas
of reform in his dramatic works.
As Peiain is a staunch traditionalist it follows that his
political theories should be in consonance with absolute rule,
and at complete variance with Republican government.

Hie con-

cept of government will not allow for any liberal ideas, for
he feels that the fulfillment of order and authority demands
one leader invested with complete power,

Isoldina % Polidn

(1926) and Cisneros put forth this view quite clearly.
In Cisneros. Cardinal Jim(nes declares to the nobles that
the king and the common people are the pillars of the state;
all the rest seek power: the nobles demand privileged, the
convents beg papal bulls, and the provinces dream of becoming
17

1*
independent kingdom*.

If the king or the common people vac*

lilate, the nation *111 fall Into divided faction*.

Pemdn**

distrust and dislike for the aristocratic class is manifested
here, a* in several of hi* other drama*.

The noble* are pic

tured a* a burden on the nation with their demand* for special
favors and a threat to the unity of the state with their
voracity for power,
Isoldina X Polidn presents the theory of the "divine
right" of kings.

The king is infallible and his judgment

always wise because his power is given to him by God, there
fore no man is entitled to question the king** actions.
the nobles must bow to the monarch** commands.

Even

The king,

justifying his rigid control, says (p. 72)* "Un Rey e* algo
distinto que los deads hombres;

tiens ante ll un camino

marcado por Dios y 6l tiens que seguirlo inexorablemente,"
In other dramas such as la hidalka limoenera. El divlno
imnaciente. and Como an el primer dfa. the monarch* are presented as rigid but just rulers; champions of the faith and
of peace, they are loved by the common people,
A* a traditionalist and a staunch advocate of absolutism,
Pem&n is distrustful of all new radical political ideas.

In

bis dramas, liberalism, communism, and democracy are scath
ingly denounced; while the virtues of absolutism are greatly
Idealized.
Pemln first presents his anti-liberal position in Cuando
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las Sorties 4® Câdig» in which he bitterly attacks the demo*
cratic government of the Cortee, eetabliehed in Cddla, and the
masonic liberals that controlled it, even after the French
army had been driven out.

1er® again he shows his strong

contempt for the aristocrats and intellectuals; they were
Îreach sympathisers, who looked with admiration on the new
liberal ideas of the Bourgeois Revolution.

It was these men

who infected the traditions of Spain with new radical ideas.
his thoughts on the subject are clearly set forth in the
following excerpt from his letter to "La Ploonera" in the
preface of the play (p. 179)i
Los intelectualee se extravfan en mil eelajes,
matlces y dlstingos, frente a laInvasion de
las tropas del Corso. Hablan de"Buropa", de las
"luces", de las nuevas "ideas", de los *de*
rechos caducados de una dinastia", y con todos
estos ingredientes elaboraa una doctrine "afran*
cesada", grata al eplcurefsmo de
los Moratineso
a la feminidad de los Mellndez ïaldls, que se
parece mucho a la eobardfa o a la dejacidn.
The masonic liberals are depicted as an international
group, who desire to destroy the traditions which Spain holds
dear and which have made her a great nation.

When this group

gains control of the Cortes, they publish a proclamation
closing the churches and forbidding all religious practices.
The idea is put forth that the liberals "in their crazy vanity"
proclaim that they represent the people, yet they make laws
adverse to the people's wishes and destroy their civil lib
erties.

Pem&n calls the promises of the liberals "promesas

seductoras," for the liberals promise equality and a voice
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ia the government, but meanwhile the nation is (p. 22$) t
divldld* y erruinedai
la moral, pleoteada;
perdida la Rellgidn,
y por toda eolueidn;
promesas, conceptos..•,

nadal

Pem&n strongly advocates hierarchy; equality Is detrl*
mental to order and authority.

In this drama, he observes

that the new radical Ideas of liberty have exceeded the
popular de&and, that Is, the liberals are concerned with
equality and mew civil rights for the common people which
the latter have never sought.

Thus "el Rancio," the wise

philosopher, remarks (p* 1)2)*
Libertad slempre la bubo
para lo bueno y erlstianoi
*1 quieren otra.., es que quieren
libertad para lo male.
In one poignant scene In the drama there Is a comversatlon between the liberal, Don Alfonso Santa Marfa, and
the philosopher "El Rancio," the traditionalist, which
reveals the respective attitudes of the European liberals
and Spanish traditionalists on religion and government,
Santa Marfa foresees a land, neither French nor Spanish,
but a single greater country.

The old traditions of

patriotism, nationalism and Independence, he feels, are
silly sentiments and arrogant attitudes, outdated In this
present age.

"El Rancio" retorts that this oancept Is an

absurdity, because he will be Spanish as long as Spain has
"urn sol distinto del sol de Francia" (p. 196),

Santa Marfa

ai
tb* liberal eatleok oa religioa wbea he eplme# that
the @paal»h lean too #w*h o* the Gatbolle faltb*

*&1 Baaelo*

replie# that the hew radical idea* of the tmtelleotual#
attempt to make the faith aübeervieat to reaeoa, wherea#
eeleaee ehould be made to eeree the faith.
Pern** #*ala voice# hie political eomcept in Oomo en el
t;*imef; di^ . a #w$ge#tive work that aabtly poimta dart# at
preaeat political ayatema.

The play deal# with a youm*

priaeeaa. Alba, livim& ia America, who attempt# to eatabllah
a email republic of her own, free of tradition# and historic
precedent#*

Dona Hattlna, a rich and

frivoleu# America*

worn#*, i# financially eupportlmg the project*

Dona Mattina

conatantly boaat# to Alba that if ahe cute off her credit
the republic will be finiahed.

One may peaaibly take thia

to aigmify that the Bpaaiab Republic could mot have endured
0* it# own virtue#, and would have collapaed without, the

moral auppert of the baited State# and the private donation# of
wealthy American citiaena.

Alba*# follower# are a Hungarian,

a Scotchman, a Caeehoalevaklan, and an American of Italian
deaceat.

later. Alba fall# in love with a Spaniard#

Salvador, who alao join# the group#

When Alba ia called

back to Brealavia to aaaume her poaitlon a# queen, ahe and
her follower# attempt to act up a liberal rule there.

The

group, eave for Salvador, aaaaainate her betrothed, Prince
Clemente.

Tamberg, the prime mlnlater of Brealavla,

attempt# to convince Alba that ahe muet follow in the
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footstep# of her royal predecessors.

Salvador, too, tries

to bring Alba to the realisation that it is impossible to
flee from the history of the past.

But Alba continues to

attempt to rid the country of all its traditions.

When she

cuts down the pine tree that has been in the royal court
yard for years, the woodcutter tells her that, am he cut
the tree, it cried out (p. 1040):
i Qui haoes, Soberana loca? ioul derecho tleae
sobre lo» muertos que me plantaron; sobre
los siglos que me andan, hechos sangre, por
ml vieja madera?
The woodcutter then reveals he is ling Frederick of Ruthenia
and asks Alba to marry him.

Alba comes to the realization

that it is ^beautiful to serve destiny."
the traditions which the people love.

One cannot uproot

The people respect

their king and wish to keep the monarchy.

She decides to

discard all her fantastic republican theories and to marry
King Frederick,

Praising her for her wise actions, King

Frederick says (p. 1041):
Tu alma me secaba, derramada y libre, eomo el
agua de una charca... Ahora ampleza a cantar,
porque se slants estrechada en una gososa esclavitud de acequla.
The king and queen in the drama signify order and tra
ditionalism,

Alba*» early misguided attempt to establish a

traditlonless republic is symbolic of revolutionary ideas.
Thus in this drama is seen the victory of traditionalism over
the new radical ideas,

Pemin points out successfully that

one can not destroy traditions; one must carry out his duty.
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ae #et down by big historic prsdsosssors, with love and
devotion.
Though Pem&n denounces Republicanism in his dramas, he
openly supports the franco faction only in Dg, ellos es el,
nnindo.

He himself admits in the preface that the work is a

song to the valiant youth fighting coamunism and a criticism
of the Republican government and Its communist supporters.
PemAc says that it Is the men of order that are the true
revolutionaries.

Franco and his followers are idealized as

the saviors of the nation, bringing order to a chaotic state.
The protagonists, bearing the symbolic names Isabela and
Fernando, are young patriotic revolutionists fighting against
the Republican government In order to reA r e authority In
Spain as in the reign of Isabel ani Ferdinand.

Throughout

the drama there is a constant protest against the crude and
unjust methods of the Republic government.

This is described

as an unstable rule consisting of power-hungry coalitions
unable to maintain order except through force of arms; it
settles its differences with the people by brutally
assassinating them.

T M s when Fernando is wounded in the

head, he exclaims (p. 531)*
*Si hub!era sido en los brasos o en los pies,
que es lo que hay que emplear contra esa
chusmaî...per© la cabeza no necesito usarla
para nada en estos timepos.
A tyrannical government, Pemdn says, disguised under the name
"Republic" to deceive the Spanish, it joined with the com-
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la order to opprees the people.

It ehollehed their

freedom of worehlp aod of educatloa by oloelag down Spain**
ualvereltlee and oharehee end pereecutlag all those lAo
oppoeed it,

Pemfm eaye that there i* ao love nor dignity

ia the Republic; there i* only complete ch&o* (p. 524):
RepaSa, me eetd dolj^ado,
dolleado, oomo urn puaal.
II camp© no tiene flores
ni tleae Dios la ciàdad,
Pem6i not only put* forth hi* political theories in his
dramatic works, but also bis ideas on reform of the corrupt
political practice* existing before the Civil War in Spain.
He distrust* politicians and ha* little respect for politic*.
À* an ardent reformer Pemdn could not tolerate the moral
squalor and dishonesty of practical politics,
la a playlet, "Bueda de la Espana," included in ^

ellos

es el mundo. Pemdn satirises the élite class prominent in
politics.

The abstract parsonages Don Bolsallena, Don Pedants,

Don Buenamana, and D<&i Elegante are all caricatures of the
social qualities which their names indicate.

The false in~

tellectual, Don Pedants, has an inexpressive and severe look;
he wears glasses and holds a book in his band.

The politician,

Don Buenamana, is shown with the head of a fox and with a huge
overcoat from the pocket of which an envelope protrudes, en»
titled "Act of Congres."

The plutocrat, Don Bolsallena,

has the deformed bead of an ass, wears a foimal suit and a
gold key chain, and carries a cane richly adorned,

Dona
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Elegante, the society woman of the llite elass, with thick
lipstick and peroxlded hair, holds a cocktail in her hand.
Don Pedante laments that his study of science deprives him
of insight into the feelings of the common people, but doe®
nothing about it.

The politician etatee that he ia waeting

away, the same as Spain is, and cannot help himself#

Don

Bolsallena consoles him with the fact that Spain is in her
usual "status quo" position; she does not improve nor regress,
Dona Elegante laughts at them for voicing their concern for
Spain and drinks a cocktail.

Don Buenamana says that nothing

really matters, since Spain is happy and at least has the
feeling of security, even if it is a false peace.

The group

form a circle and sing (p. 519)t
e

*A la rueda, rueda, que ruede la bo la;
a la rueda, rueda, dejadla pasarî
A la rueda, rueda, rodando y mintinedo,
se puede ir viviendo
sin mucho pensarl
En tlerra de nadie criticises the political parties of
that day on the grounds that they compromise their ideas for
material gain.

The protagonist, Don Agustfn, a writer who

desires to maintain his ideals free of any prejudice,
vehemently declaims (p. 13Ô3)î
•

iTremendo oficio 1st© de pensar con independent
cial Afirmae una verdad y al dfa siguiente ya
todos los que han hecho de la verdad bandera y
partido te rodean como a una adquisicidn; te
sobornan con aplausos, te compran con sonrisas.
Ta no lea importa que seas de la verdad; quieren
que sea# "de ellos"; de su pasidn, que ya es
sélo verdad a médias, mutilada de parcialidad.
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T deede eae dfa tlene que empemar a defeaderta,
a haeerte aatipdtlco y dasagradecldo soa lo*
que t* balagaa... Haata que. poeo a poco, vaa
teaiendo elîoa tan poca razda, que tu, eia
querer, te vas aceroaadq a la razdn contraria...
lïa te creea de ellos! iïa qulerea que firmes tu
arrendamlento % . Basta que aoabae encoatrda*
gote solo, en uaa soledad que llaman orgullosa, . . .
#Bn el mundo en que vlvimos no tlene sltlo la
Inteligencla pura, sla coeqpromiso ni paslon!
In these line* Pemdn so strongly protests against the
political parties which tend to twist truth for their own
personal advantage, that It would lead one to believe that
he might have been confronted with a similar situation.
Don 'Agustfn is dragged Into politics by Oliva, a member
of a reactionary group against the government.

Oliva, accused

by Don Zacarfas, a police agent, of sheltering and helping
a reactionary to escape across the border, is sent to jail.
Don Aguetin, convinced of her honesty, vouches in court for
her loyalty, and Oliva is acquitted.

Later Don Agustfn learns

that Oliva is in fact a mmaber of the reactionary group and
was guilty as charged.

Don Zacarfas has been fired and hi*

property confiscated because of hi# "false accusations"
against Oliva.

The reactionary group ignores the unjust

punishment of the man.

However Oliva, ready to sacrifice

anything to gain back the love of her husband and realising
the injustice that she and the reactionary group have done
to an innocent man, confesses the truth to the Secretary of
Internal Security.

Don Zacarfas is reinstated in hie

and Oliva and Don Agustfn are reunited.
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Im AJUaoaeda, Pemâa shows his unbounded contempt for the
political nostrums of the Interested office seeker, only too
reedy to forget public trusts, and gives a warning to the
nation of the danger of the vain and immoral aiddl@*elass
politicians who aspire to aristocracy and hate the common
people.

All the corrupt practices of the politician are

symbolized in Don Eloy.

A coward, he yields to the political

and social corruption existing in Spain in order to show that
he is a man of the times.

A lethargic character, be excuses

the frivolity and unrestraint of the new generation by the
fact that m o d e m times make it necessary for the youth of
today to live fast.

When there is a labor strike, he lets

the strikers take away his servants, because he feels that
a politician can not afford to get into disfavor with the
majority; besides, he has the attitude that no one can fight
against the mob.

He justifies his irresolute stand by the

fact that all opinions must be respected and acknowledged.
Interested only in seeking office, Don Eloy is actually very
indifferent to and ignorant of matters concerning his
country,

He reveals his ignorance when be speaks of the

need for the redistribution and cultivation of all the
land ia Spain.

He says that where grain cannot be seeded,

vegetables such as the potato, tomato and the fig should be
planted,
vegetable.

His ignorance makes him believe that the fig is a
Little interested in the good of his country, he

is a flexible politician who wishes to gain the office of
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Director General of the Customs, well aware of the fact that
he will only be a puppet of the government.

However, he

finally comes to the realisation that he must serve his
country and decides to become a respectable politician*
Through Uncle Palafox, Pem&n lashes out at such politicians
as Don Eloy who lull the Spanish people into a false sense
of security, overlooking hazards and corruptions which
threaten the nation's integrity*

In speaking of Don Eloy's

shameful attitude he observes (p. 503)î
Es mâs cdmodo abandonar la tares y esperarlo
todo de la loterfa o el mllagro. Hasta hemos
salldo ahora, para nuestra tranquilidad, son
unas abadesas benditas o unas apariciones de
lo alto, que se dedican a hacer declaraclones
polftic&s con pelos y senales. «Habrâ»— dicea-quince dfas de revolueidn, y luego vendri el
triumfo esplendente de la verdad"...
Pemân's political views may be summed up as follows: A
thorough conservative, he has no use for new or "radical"
ideas.

He strongly advocates absolutism, as one would expect

a traditionalist to do.

He hates the aristocrats because he

feels that they are a burden on the nation and weaken it by
their efforts to gain power which the central government
meeds to maintain order and authority,
Peain bitterly complains against liberalism, communism,
and democracy, because they destroy the old traditions of
Spain— Catholicism, and Independence— which have made her a
great nation.

They also attempt to give the citizens new

civil liberties, which the people do not need or want.

If
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th# people were glvea equality, order would be deetroyed
because the ruler would lose all bie authority.

Holding

tbaee viewe, It la natural that Pemdn ebould take a atromg
stand against the Republican goYeriment, and support Franco'*
Idea*, since the latter atanae for absolute rule, and promise*
the rsBtoration of the king when Spain once more has order.
Pemdn, an ardent patriot desiring to make Spain a great
nation, could not endure the political corruption In hi*
country In the 1930'*.

He felt that the lethargic state and

eelfleh attitude of the politicians were weakening Spain and
preventing her progress.

He was especially Indignant at the

fact that the political partie* miarepresented the truth for
their own selfish purpose*.

GKAPTm III

TBADITIONAU^
Pemâîi»» philosophy of life Is to be loyal to the truth
and live it.

He believes that the truth of life is to be

found im the*blaeeie#"and in history, for they have enshrined
in writing the sacred traditions of Spain,

These traditions

have established a pattern of living, simple, but solid and
enriching.

Nan is to observe these standards and ideas that

have stood the test of time and turn them back into living
thought and feeling.

In his dramas Pea&a idealises the

"good old days and ways;" he calls for a reform of existing
"false" social conditions, and protests against the lack of
restraint and the frivolity of m o d e m youth.
Pemdn eatresses his traditional outlook on life quite
clearly in ^

testamwto ^

(1941), & satirical

drama of man's perversion and eventual destruction of the
worldly gifts given by God with the original intention of
embellishing his life,

"La Mariposa,” a famous dancer,

decides to commit suicide.

Her lover, an architect, has

supposedly shot himself, because he spent the money of a
government construction project in courting her and now she
wishes to join him,

"La Mariposa" makes her last will and

testament to a group of friends, a poet, an artist, a dancer
and a lottery-tieket seller.

She bequeaths her money to
10
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lawarote* the poet.

The artlet, ValdovUioe, le given the

Grand Magletrate*e love letter# to "La Marlpoea."

Ill her

preoioue jewel# are given to Olnehra, the lottery-tloket
eeller,

Trlet&a, her danclng*partner, obtain* the aeoreta

of her art*

*1* Mariposa" leavea to her beneflolarlea a

letter which atatea that ahe gives them all the great worldly
glfta«"*Power, Riches, Beauty and Art, which can be *ag%ü,fioent
or dangerous things according to how they are employed*
la one condition la the will:

There

the beneficiaries must meet at

her castle at Pena Arisca seventeen years from that night.
All the beneficiaries misuse the gifts*

Using the

Magistrate*s love-'letters to Mariposa a# blackmail, Valdovlnos
obtains the position of Prime Minister,

Lansarote becomes a

successful financier, but he lusts for still more riches*
With the aid of Valdovlnoa, he assassinates Sir Archibald, the
potential financier of an armament project, in order to fl~
nance the project himself,

Oinebra, now a haughty and vulgar

woman, uses her beauty selfishly to gain favors for herself.
Trlstdn becomes a famous dancer, but takes all the credit for
bis success*
Seventeen years later, the beneficiaries return to Pena
Arisca, according to their promise.

Old age has stolen

dnebra^s beauty; only the dreg# of vanity rwain,

Lanza-

rote, In his greedy quest for money, has fallen into the
depths of poverty,

Valdovlnos has lost his influence over

the (brand Magistrate and has fallen to the bottom of society.
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T r i e W * h&s miffered a broken leg which haa crippled hi*
and deprived him of his art*

The granddaughter of '^La

Mariposa" greets the group and explains to them that "La
Mariposa" did not die but secretly marrlad her lover#

The

two had retired to Pena Arisoa, where they had lived in
seclusion.

She rebukes them harshly for misusing their

gift# and disparaging their donor.
Many of Pandn's aoolal-thesis dramas are criticisms
of the gross materialism that sacrifices soul#.culturs and
civic morality in the race for worldly success. In Todo a
medio baser (1943Î his attack is directed at modern business
methods, but especially at the movie industry which in its
eagerness to gain money and publicity leaves everything
only partially accomplished.

This is all symbolized In

Rend Slrv&n, a celebrated movie producer.
Don Francisco, a prosperous Extrmsaduran farmer visiting
Madrid on business, saves Gracia, a young girl in despair,
fro* drowning herself*

Renf sees the event and perceives

that the girl is beautiful and has great potentialities for
stardom.

He takes her to the hospital and makes an agreement

with Don Francisco that the latter will not reveal who saved
her life.

Rend does this with the intention of making the

public believe that it is he who has saved the beautiful girl,
thereby gaining publicity for himself.
a movie career.

He starts Gracia on

After a successful publicity campaign, capi-

tallzing on her attempted suicide and rescue, she becomes a

3)
#t#r,

1* th# fal## %wpld of pwbllolty, eh#

#0## l#*g# for eomethlmg r#*l im Ilf##

8h# m*#t# Do# yrmoeleeo,

wwwar# of th# f##t that h# haa aavad her Ilf##

B# tall# her

that hi# o#m #ama*r of llvlag, oa hi# farm, la oompletely eem»
t w y to h#r*# (p. 107%);
Iquello ## la verdad h##ha tlerra# lllf ## trahaja
ellVO a ollvm#*. Allf hay qae haeerl# todo d# verdad,
L haat# al fim; a# pa$# todo 1# qae a# <%a#da a madia
ear#
Oraala greatly admire# Do# fraaelaeo for hi# high Ideal#
and la attraeted to hi# heaamae ahe flada 1# him ah e^eape
from the heatl# %#orld ia ehlah ah# ia eataagled#

When head

l#araa that Oraola ia iafatuated with Dorn Praholaeo, he r#»
admda th# latter of hla agppeememt and aaya that he oaamot
afford to lea# Qraeia at the heglmalmg of her eareer e h m ah#
la #o popolar eith
me#

th# p^hlio#

atara Imto th# moviea#

!*ia tualmea# le to hrlag

Omo# they gal# aom# pepmlarlty,

be ahaadoaa the# to aeareh fwr a ao t Wr mewr peraom to exalt#
th# puhlle.

Im deaarihlmg hla hualmeaa poaltlom to Dorn

framelaeo, hamd atatea (p# 1071)*
Yo aoy #1 hembr# de la# aomlemaoa. To aoy #1 Imee#
ro d# la mwtama de lea megoaloa#.#Mlra; yo teago
mamtado mm megoalo e^eeial, de ed Imvemaldm* mm
magoal# d# *gaatoa prallmlmârea*###
todo megoel#
tlemem mma fa'lmara fa##*#, iSm eaa faaa #a #m la qua
aoemdian# Imtaraaara#,,.
Bom framela##, the tradltlomallat, aaraaatlaally agree# (p# 1072)
8f, 8f*#,iBrea la dpoaa* *Todo a medio haaer* Qaataa
prellmlmaree, pmhllaldad ^ "amlmador,** fl *lm**
tarmadlarlo#*,*, $«^r#,#d% laa aoaaai a Y la verdad?
#1 trahaja?
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Here im illwatrated

Gcornful attitude toward the mo*

daru buelneoa maa who take# no pride In the value of hie work,
but la only Intereated in the material benefit* and recog
nition he may derive from it.
Don Francleeo continue* to encourage Gracia to return to
the eimple life; he attack* bitterly the aoclal life of Madrid
of which ahe la a part.

He aaya that In Almedralejo (hla

homa-town) when they drink, they drink until they roll under
the table.

Bud In Madrid they are more superficial.

"Only

half a glaaa," they aay, when they drink, but it la enoug^i for
them to lose their acruplea without loaing their falae
dlgnity**auffioient for a venial aln,

*?odo a medio hacer"

(p. 1073).
Later, when G r ade learna that Don Frenciaco haa aaved
her life, ahe no longer waver#, but deddea to marry him and
give up her movie career and get away from "la faraa, de eaa
vida donde yo era una mercancfa o un t((plco da publieidad"

(p. 1049).
fem^n** strong detestation for movies ia apparent in seve
ral of his dramas, but la especially noticeable here.

He

holds the view that the movies have set falae so d a l stan
dards and have lowered the position of women with their
Imswral depiction of womanhood and their misrepresentation
of real life.

Pemfn volcea the fear that the younger

generation are patterning their lives after the moving
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pictures instead of after historic tradition.

He is espee-

lally contemptuous of the publicity put out by the movies,
because it contains no truth; its main aim is to deceive
the public,
is Pem&n*s most forceful drama on the precarious
state of society in Spain.

He boldly puts forth the view

that Spain** society is on auction, ready to surrender its
traditional values in favor of immoral and barbaric "modem"
ways (p. 473):
jSste es un mundo que desanda voluntariamente sus
eaminos, una socledad en almoneda. No espera a
que lo derroten: se entrega. Los bianco* se
entregan a los negro*; lo* directores, a la mass;
los Viejo*, a los jdvenes,,.
In this drama the two daughters of DOn Eloy, Cecilia and
Pilar, represent respectively the traditionalist and the
miodern youth.

Pilar, the modern young woman, is ignorant

and degrades herself to any extent in order to be popular
in society.

Graving for excitement, she idolises all the

new customs brought into her country, regardless of their
inferiority*

She scoffs at the traditionalists for being

old fossils living in the î4dddle Ages.

A frivolous woman,

her actions are unrestrained by morals or conventions; her
life is governed completely by her impulses and biological
desires.

Drawn to Garldn, am athlete, by his physical

appearance, she has an affair with him.

Later she discards

him for the uncouth and barbaric Nikita, a jasz singer.
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because he le admired by all her friends for the new customs
he has brought from America,

An unscrupulous person, she

overlooks her moral responsibility to God and society and
bears Nikita an illegitimate child.
PemAn throughout the play bitterly attacks Pilar's and
her friends* actions through Gaaaux, the Spanish tradition
alist who acts as his mouthpiece.

He reproaches the new

generation for their meaningless life of dissipation and
distrusts the motives behind any goodness they may show.
Young people of today, he says (p. 476),
han llegado a la moral, de vuelta, clroularmente,
A fuerza de tratarse familiarmente, de andar todo
el dla juntos en albornoz, lo jovencltos de ahora
no son Bk&s que oamaradas inslpidos. Han llegado
a la castidad por eansancio y a la moral por falta
d# imaginacidn.
Cecilia, also a traditionalist, is a noble person who
reacts to the problems of life with courage and sensitiveness.
A staunch person, she refuses to be influenced by the "mob
spirit," or to follow the barbaric and inferior social
customs popular in Spain.

Instead, she is repelled by

them, and dreams of leading a simple life, full of spiri
tual ideals, among people who worx, pray, believe, and hope
in accordance with God*s will (p.

466):

A reconsturir la vida, oomo esos temples que ahora
se reoonstruyen, después de un incendio. De cemento,
lo que antes era de talla; m&s modesto, pero mAs
s6lido...
It Dios allf, aoaso ahora mâs contente
que antes!
She auctions off the furniture and the house of her family
in Madrid and moves to Extremadura,

Here she starts a new
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When Pilar, repentant, returns heme with her illegi

life.

timate child, Cecilia accepts her and tells her they must
erase the past errors and set out on a new road,

Cecilia

makes the painful sacrifice of raising Pilaris son.

When

Casau3c asks her to marry him, she unselfishly tells him
her place is in Extremadura and she can't abandon it.
M

Verdad (1947) and ^

dans^

les yelbs (19)6) pre*

sent the theme of the traditionalist saving modern youth
from destroying their happiness by showing them the fallacies
of their present manner of living and solving their problems.
In

verdad. Dona Regia, as her name signifies, repre

sents order and traditionalism.

A widow of two husbands, she

esteems the first husband more than the second one, because
she believes in the "hierarchy of antiquity."

The same old

authors, Alaredn and Padre Colma, she reads repeatedly and
tirelessly because, according to her, the ideas presented in
these old novels never lose their value.

When Dona Regia

visits her married daughter, Fina, she immediately recognises
that Pina is attracted to Gabriel, an acquaintance of the
past summer, and proceeds to arrange matters as they ought to
be.

Apparently a dominating character who wishes to interfere

with her daughter's life, basically she is a wise and kindly
person, able to perceive the mistakes in the modern youth's
manner of living.

Fina persists in seeing Gabriel despite

the counsel of Dona Rela,

When a woman of bad reputation

whom Gabriel has been in love with comes to see him, Dona

3a
Re&la

her away.

Finally Fina daoldea to confeee her

relationahlp with Oahrlel acoordling to the agreement of
loyalty and truth in their relationship that she has made
with her husband.

Dona Regia, realizing that Fina is on

the brink of destroying the happiness of her home, tells
her that paete made scientifically, such as this, are
shallow.

The new generation have made their lives compli

cated by governing them with cold reason, instead of feeling,
Fina realizes the fallacy of her ideas; she and her husband
reconstruct their marriage on a basis of love and trust
Instead of a cold pact of truth.
La danza de los velos isconcerned with an old

conser

vative , Don Leopold© QuiSonesde Soifs, who greatly objects
to the undisciplined life of the younger generation.

He

gays in speaking of them (pp. 411-412):
Ï 0 no entlendo easl nada de lo que hacen: desayunam fruta, le echan limdn al t4, las mujeres no se
ponen mediae, los hombres se escotan. aUsted entlende esto?.,, I luego esa falta de principles
fijosj esa movilldad, Imposlble de segulr. iQué
puede esperarse de una generacidn qua a urn rizado
de pelo que dura cuatro meses lo llaman "la perma
nente"?
He comes to Morocco to tutor Marlbel, his frivolous orphaned
niece.

When Marlbel decides to marry Manolito Santonja, Don

leopoldo objects, because the young man Is irresponsible and
dissipated and has no position in society*

Manolito con

fesses to Marlbel that he owes a debt of fifteen thousand
pesetas at the casino; he threatens to commit suicide if
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she does not pay the debt.

Marlbel tells Don Leopoldo to give

Manolito a check for the sum of the debt.

But Don Leopoldo

take# It upon himself to save Marlbel from this unscrupulous
young man.

Be refuse# to give Manolito the money; instead

he aends him away.

He tells Marlbel that Manolito left

her and sailed for America with her money.

Through Don

Leopoldo*# wisdom, generosity and kindness, Marlbel
gradually falls in love with her "godfather" and as the
play end# is apparently expecting to marry hlm,^

Thus the

modern young woman realises the worthy qualities of the
traditionalist and changes her frivolous ways to conform
to a simple pattern of living.
Pemdn*# condemnation of the liberties women have been
given in the twentieth century is reflected in many of his
social-thesls dramas.

In the past there was a difference

between a lady ahd a woman.

A lady was placed on a pede

stal and was respected by men for her virtue.

Now, as Don

Leopoldo says to Marlbel in jgg, danza de los velos (p. 443),
El tocador la# fabric# en una eerie como los autom6viles. Me parece Intolerable este ambiante, esta
convlvencia moderns de las mujeres mal y las mujeres bien, iHablis hecho desaparecer la dletincidn.
Ya parsed# todas...*regulares"I

^In thl# drama Marlbel always calls Don Leopoldo ”godfather.M But Don Leopoldo definitely states that she is th#
daughter of his brother. According to Catholic doctrine, the
closest relative one can marry is a third cousin. There is
no explanation as to why Pem&n should disregard the Catholic
marriage laws and have the play end with the suggestion of
the uncle marrying his niece.
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Peœlii fears that women are losing the highly respected
position they have held in Spain in the past by adopting the
liberal customs of women in foreign countries.
venido

In To no he

traer la pas. Juan Pedro puts forth the idea that a

woman to be in the sophisticated set in society only has to
have "un cigarillo, un encendedor, dos palabras en inglés,
una# media# de cristal" (p. 930)»
Pemân’s criticism of modern inventions is very notable
in all hi© dramas.

In J^a danza de lo® velos Don Leepoldo

©ays that the world is not overpopulated but overfurnished.
In twenty centuries so many things have been created and
invented that they stifle and constrain us,

Pemdn distrusts

modern inventions because he fears that scientific dis
coveries have caused the new generation to lose an esthetic
pleasure in their work, and made them concentrate only on
material gain.

The businessman’s work today is concerned

only with an office, an electric button, a telephone, and an
almanac.

They cannot say they have wholly made something

and take pride in their accomplishment,

Life has completely

changed and nothing has any permanent value,
than a career; it is a way of life.

Commerce is more

Uncle Cabudrnigo, the

self-made businessman ia ^

casa, sums it all up when he

says of himself (p. 1430):

"Yo compro barato, vende caroj

vuelvo a comprar barato,,,"
a futile life.

Here indeed is the record of
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Another evil of the seientifie age, Pemln thinks, is
that it has produced a fast-living, undisciplined genera
tion*

Such modern inventions as the automobile have given

youth unbounded freedom*

This idea is clearly expressed by

Pemin in l^a dansa de los velos In the following words of Don
Leopoldo** friend (p, 409)î
Ahora se vive mds de prisa. ïo tengo una hija de
veintitrls anos que es pilote avi&dor, y otra de
veinte que se ha comprado una moto #.. fCuando yo
pienso que su madré ténia treinta SKos cuando se
Cftsd, y en el viaje de novios la tuve que tapar
los ojos para que entrera por la puerta glratoria
del "Palace"!
In one poignant scene from

que debe mer Pemin

expresses the view that the social disruption of the Civil
I'.ar of 1936 has produced a restlessness in the new gene
ration; it has caused them to turn away from the old
standards of society, and to search for something new
in the hope of relieving their frustrations,

Alvar, the

son of Jimena, the protagonist, has just invented a bell
system for the house ; he is unsuccessfully attempting to
demonstrate it to his mother.

Jimena, conformist and

traditionalist who views modern inventions with great
distrust and scorn, tells Alvar that the attitude of the
new generation is "ocupar las manos en algo en que haya que
penser poco" (p. 1659).
that Jimena is right*

Cristina, Alvar** sister, agrees
But she begs her mother to under

stand that they are "a generation of electricians" because
they have been uprooted by the war and do not know what
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they are to do now.

They turn to inventing new things to

relieve their frustrations, because they are unable to
return to a simple life.
We have seen that Pemfn* a votary of tradltlonallem
feels that it is not the past which enslaves us, but rather
the conventions of our present age.

For struggling humanity

can draw inspiration and wisdom from the standards a M idea#
of the past that have made Spain a great nation.

In man*s

race in the present age to become free of the old traditions,
he has completely surrendered himself to the Inferior customs
of modern times.

The new generation has distorted the true

meaning of life; they have abandoned the time-honored standards
of Spanish society, and are more afraid of being labeled old
fashioned than Immoral#
Pemân blames the lack of restraint and the frivolity
of modern youth on two things:

the social disruption

caused by the Civil War of 1936 and the scientific epoch
which has produced new inventions, such as the automobile
and the moving picture.

The automobile has given modern

youth too much freedom.

The moving picture has set false

social standards in its depiction of life and the people
are patterning their lives after them.
Furthermore, while in past age® men took genuine pride
in their work, wishing to give something worthwhile to the
world, today’s generation, Pemdn tlinks, lacks the patience
to see a thing through to the finish.

We are denied.
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therefore, the tmmenee eatiefaotion that eomee from creating
something whole# beautiful and fully realised.

CBAPTER IV
MWaajAGB AND THE FAMI&T
The family 1* the baele unit of eoolety; It is the
foundation on which a nation la baaed.

If the aanctity of

the home la violated, the nation la in a preoarioua atate
of diaunlty.

Pe*&n fervently adheres to the belief that

the unity of the family ie truly essential to the welfare
of the atate.

He feela that Spain*a sacred tradition, the

maintenance of the aanctity of the home, has made her a
great nation.

But he fears that many people today are in

danger of forgetting the beautiful simplicity of the insti
tution of marriage.

Thus Caaaux say* in Almoneda (p. 466);

In tiempoa de uated no habfa mis que dos o tree
sltuaolones claraa y declaivas; novios, eapoaoa,
amantes, Ahora se ban introduoido muchos semi
tones en la eseala. Es como en las comedies.
Antes no las habfa mds que buenas o males, Ahora
las hay rosea, blancaa, verdes, asulea. Lo mismo
pasa entre los hombrea y las mujeresi hay situsclones de todoa los colors*,
Pemdn** ideas on marriage are baaed on the marital
laws of the Catholic church.

He believes that by its very

nature love is a sacred thing, an element of natural railgion; and it is peculiarly fitting that in revealed religion
marriage should have been elevated by Christ to the dignity
of a sacrament.

In ,EJL Gran Cardenal. the Cardinal Primate
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clearly expresses Pemln*s Catholic attitude toward matrimony
when he says (p. 1952);
IBendlta sea la consolacién que un homfore en*euentra en una mujer y el apoyo que una mujer
eneuentra en el hombreî... Es el orden de Bios.
The "scientific” pacts of truth and honesty in marital
relations made by some of the young couples of today are
scorned by Pemln.

He questions the soundness of such

agreements in ha yerd&d.
In this drama, Pina, the protagonist, almost destroys
the happiness of her home by trying to miaintain a pact of
truth which she has made with her husband according to
which each promises to tell the other of any unfaithful
acts or thoughts.

Her husband Alfonso, a lawyer, has

treated their marriage as a legal matter.

Believing that

truth Is the fundamental concept upon which a successful
marriage is based, be has made this pact without realizing
that man is weak; there are instances when he might need
to conceal truth to save his marriage.

When Pina becomes

infatuated with another man and continues to see him, she
decides to confess her unfaithfulness to Alfonso according
to their pact.

She believes her marriage is ruined and

there is no salvation.

But her mother wisely counsels

her that pacts made so scientifically, such as this, are
hollow.

When Alfonso questions Finals loyalty, she lies

to him, denying any interest in the other man.

In the end
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both come to the realization that a union between man and
woman ordained by God to be a product of natural love
cannot be maintained by a cold, scientific pact.
As we might expect, Pem£n vehemently condemns divorce.
Sarcastic remarks about America** acceptance of divorce
occur in several of his dramas.

Semana de Pasidn (1947)

presents the sacred obligation of remaining with one's
spouse until death, even If this involves the most cruel
sacrifice,

DoRa Angustias Mis de Perales, the protagonist

of this play, is faced with the problem of either marrying
the man she loves, or reconciling herself with the father of
her illegitimate daughter to save the latter*s happiness.
She had lived with a man and had borne him a child.

She

and her lover came to live in a little Spanish town renowned
for its devotion to the Blessed Virgin.

There Dona Angustlas

meets Father Fulgencio, who convinces her that she must marry
and give her daughter a good reputation and a proper home
life.

When she insists that her lover marry her he leaves

for Cuba, but still continues to support the child.

Dona

Angustlas becomes a very religious woman and the head of a
Catholic lay women's group dedicated to promoting devotion
to the Virgin Mary,

The town now believes that Dona

Angustlas was abandoned by her husband and greatly esteems
her for her saintliness and her couragecemess in maintaining
her home and raising her daughter, Mari,

Joal Luis Ardales
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desires to marry Marl, but his father refuses to eonseat to
his soa*8 marrying the child of a broken marriage*

When

Mari’s father is informed of the situation, he agrees to a
reconciliation.

Dona Angustlas, in love with another man

now, does not wish to marry Mari’s father; but realising
the moral obligation she has to Ood and her child, she
makes th# painful sacrifice and accepts Mari’s father*
Pem&n holds the view that the acceptance of divorce
not only weakens the moral fortitude of the husband and
wife, but makes them forget the great principle of selfsacrifice in marriage*

When disagreements or problems

arise, married couples now impetuously turn to divorce for
an easy solution, instead of attempting to solve their
conflicts*

In P&oa Almusara (1950), Pcm&s shows through

the protagonist, Paca, that the church is not unjust in
its denouncement of divorce*

Self-sacrifice and an all-

encompassing love can defeat all the obstacles with which
life confronts marriage,
Paca Almizara, a woman in her late fifties, marries
Perico Rivera, a famous young novelist,

Perico loves her,

because he finds in her all the attributes of the perfect
wife— understanding, sympathy, unselfish love, and intel
ligence,

But Paca is soon confronted with the problem

of fighting for her husband against youth and beauty.
Perico has affairs with two young women.

However, Paca
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is uBdaunted by this, for she understand© that his caprices
are purely physical; he will return to her, for he finds
in her security.

Her friends counsel her to sue for

divorce, especially Gonzalo Marlval, who says (p, 1996)î
Yo, claro, ihe vivido tanto fuera de Espanal Por ahf,
eato estarfa resuelto de otro modo; os habrials dl*
Toreiado, ll estarfa easado otra ves...
But Paca, justifying the wisdom of the Catholic Church*®
condemnation of divorce, replies (p. 1996):
Esa es la gran sabidurfa de nuestra Iglesiax que
entorpece los segundos y terceroe disparates...
Con sus dlflcultades para deshacer una boda, da
tiempo a que se aburran y vuelvan al prlmero.
/Siempre es una eoonomfa!
Paca visits her husband and acts as if nothing had happened
to their relationship.

Perico, moved by Paca*s loyalty

and deep love for him knows now that his infatuations were
merely physical,

fie returns to Paca, confident that he

can save his marriage*
ii.e^e p.ecadofi (1943), and Lo aas. 4e.be ser (1946)
are Pemân*» most notable dramas on the importance of loyalty
in Insuring a permanent union of man and woman which alone
can guarantee the proper birth and education of children
in family life.
Hay siete neoados moralises on conjugal fidelity, and
warns against the evil of jealousy which one may commit
toward a spouse and justify as virtuous solicitùde.

The

drama is focused on Sabriel, a well-known scientist, who
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has fallen is love with Anuncia Garcia, his former laboratory
assistant, who sheltered him from the
the Civil War.

government during

Gabriel has declared his love for Anuncia,

but she has demanded that he return to his wife and home.
When Gabriel decides to employ Anuncia in his new laboratory,
his wife Mercedes immediately is suspicious of her husband»s
intentions and refuses to let Anuncia work for him.

She

deceives herself by trying to justify her suspicious
attitude as interest in the welfare of her husband and
home.

Gabriel confesses to his wife his past love for

Anuncia, but swears that everything is finished. When
Mercedes asks him if it is the sin of love that brings on
this confession, Gabriel, admonishing his wife for her
jealous attitude, replies (p. 987)*
Pecado de amor, sl,,,Pero bay siete peeados. . .
X los otros seis, menos vistosos y sonores, mâs
fries y sutiles, porque se enmascaran y se disimulan, son los que andan turbando el mundo,
menos a la vista, pero als en sus eimientos.
Esos,.., (los vuestrosi La envidia, que se
viste de solicitudi la maledicencia, que se
disfraza de sinceridad; el rencor, que se
diSimula de Intransigencia moral... Todo eso,
con lo que en çinco mlnutos se puede des
hacer un matrimonio y arruinar une vida.
But Do&a Mercedes* great love for her husband proves
stronger than her selfish jealousy.

She obtains for

Anuncia a position with a doctor in San Sebastidn, which
Gabriel has hoped to get for Anuncia himself.

Through

Mercedes * noble act, Gabriel comes to the realisation that
his matrimonial obligations take precedence over his passion
for Anuncia.
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Pem&B had witnessed the destructive affects that World War
II had had on marriage.

Emotionally upset by the chaotic and

uncertain times, soldiers away from home had loosened their
family ties, and turned to any woman to find love and secu
rity.

It is with this problem that ^

que debe ser is

concerned.
The protagonist, Alonso, a married soldier, is forced
to decide between returning to his wife and family, or
living with Selma, a young woman who has been a devoted
companion to him for five years in a concentration camp.
Alonso*s family ties are not very strong.

His wife Jimena

and he have been incompatible, because even though she truly
loves her husband, she has never shown him any outward
affection,

Alonso unwillingly resigns himself to the fact

that it is his duty to take care of his wife and family;
he returns home.

Selma, angry at Gabriel’s decision, shoots

him depriving him of his eyesight,

Jimena’s constant and loving

care during his recuperation makes Alonso regain his love for
Jimena; he gradually grows to accept and welcome his responsi
bility as a husband and father,

Jimena’s pride has never

allowed her to display any emotions.

But now she tells her

husband that they have been living like "dos pozos con la
misma agua, sin comunicacidn” (p. 1689),

They reconstruct

their marriage on love and save their home.
In Vendimla (1947) the need for affection between a
married man and woman is especially stressed.

Peaiân shows
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bow a strong maternal love can become a force destructive to
matrimonial harmony when it steals the affection that is
due the husband.

In this play Rosa dedicates her whole life

to the memory of her husband, becauae he refused to get the
doctor for their son when he was ill,

Juan, craving affec

tion, turns to a gypsy girl for consolation,

When Rosa

learns of this, she realises that her maternal love has de
prived her husband of the affection and forgiveness which
she owes him.

Her love for Juan Is regenerated; their

marriage is saved,
Pemân feels that the perfect union between man and
woman can only be reached if their souls are one:

each

must understand the other completely as possible,

Hablar

nor hablar (1945) presents the necessity of mutual under
standing and respect for a successful married life.
Here, Maravilla Olivers*, a young socialite and actress,
married Don Garnilo, a famous surgeon and scientist and a
widower with a son,

A serious and dedicated man, he believes

that Maravilla cannot fit into his world.

Therefore he

ignores her and speaks little of his work or of his feelings
towards her; he also refuses to let her care for his son.
Maravilla, hurt by hi® attitude, withdraws from his world
and returns to her gay society,

Irene, an old friend of

Maravilla, who acts as Pemân’a mouthpiece in the drama,
advises Maravilla to express her real feelings and show
what is in her heart (p, 11#9):
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Ho bablea por hablar**-te deefa*-. T td habalaado y
hablando, aia penaar mucho lo qao deofaa, çoaaaatfae a uno, le qultabas el pellejo a otro, juagaba*
do todo lo pdblico y prlvado. Pero dead# quo te hao
vuelto aerla, ea muoho poor. Ahora maoejaa coa la
mlama aoltura todo uo repetorio de frame* hechaa,
aim pararte ciaco mlnuto* a penaar ml todo emo tieae
alg&a meatldo comda o migae miendo emoi
hablar por
hablar *
Dorn Caallo, too proud to confea* hi* feeling* to him wife,
decide* to Ibave her.

When Maravilla learn* of thl* ah#

tell* her kuaband (p. 1212):
ife oomtaba la mlmma vida erne ailenclo abmurdo...
eaa oompo*tura;.#,iQuë moral m&# diffcll 4*te qu#
no* hemoa fabrlcado con frames y palabra*!
Çudato
mam exigent# que la otra de veradadl...
But Don Gamllo refumee to lower him pride and apeak the
truth.

Later, Don Gamllo** moa beoomem ill with an inflam

mation of the abdomen.

The Inflammation mwellm and ham to

be punctured Immediately.
Gamllo, call* Maravilla.

Irene, unable to locate Don
The latter on her own initiative

puncture# the inflammation and mavem the boy*a life.

Don

Gamllo now realimem that Maravilla really love* the child.
Their common affection for the child bring* Maravilla and
Don Gamllo together.

He promlme* her that #be will become

a part of hi* life; they will always apeak what i* in their
heart* to each other.

They have umed word*, originally

Intended am a mean* to expre»* man** moul, only to imolate
themmelve* from each other.
Ella no me mete en nfda (1940) also emphamime* the
importance of uMerstanding lo conjugal relations.

Marfa
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Qraeia, wife of a well-koown dramatist, F^llx Ruiz, tries in
her almple way to make herself a part of Ffllx^a world, hut
he feela that a woman*e place la In the heme.

Completely

oblivious to Marfa's feelings, Ffllx, speaking of his wife,
remarks to his friend, Bernabf (p+ 739)%
Ella DO se mete en nada de estas eosas, fa eabes,
Beruab4: la mujer espaSola, la cosa Irabe, la cosa
esBequlsta...
Ffllx id Infatuated with a Duchess %fho is a famous writer,
because he thinks he finds In her a kindred spirit, one who
uWerstands his work*

Marfa fights to save her marriage*

She

suggests to the Duchess that she and Fdltx collaborate on a
play,

Marfa realises that both of them are artists with

definite ideas and will surely come to a disagreement over
the manner In which theplay Is to be written.

When this

happens F(ll% comes to realize the Imqportance of Marfa to
him; he tells her that she must henceforth be a part of
his life and his work.

In this drama, Pemfn puts forth the

idea, surprisingly liberal for him, that a wife should be
oonaldered by her husband as a companion and confidante,
not merely as a mother and housekeeper who Is Ignorant of
and unconcerned with the professional Interests of her
husband.
Pemfn regards marriage as an Institution of sacred and
divine character; he feels that one should enter Into this
state In a spirit of dedication, determined to fulfill the
duties of family life.

The parents have a great moral
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responsibility to society, because upon the family depends
both the temporal welfare of society and the eternal welfare
of immortal souls,
''la casa," says Marfa Antonia in ^

casa (p. 1431),

*. . , es una moral, es una responsibilidad,*

But within

the home there must be a sensible division of responsibilities.
The woman*s position is to be subordinate to the man, but she
is to have dominion over the household affairs.

The mother

is the core of the home; it Is her place to care for the
children's and husband's needs.

In Moche de levante en

calma (1953), the protagonisÈ, Solsdad, clearly expresses
Pemfn's Ideas on the woman's status in the family.
say* (p. 343);
11 primer arte que aprenden
las mujeres de esta tierra
es hablar bajo, andar quedo
y fingir que no se enteran,
Todas son un poeo madres,
todas un poeo enfermeras.
And again (p. 34#):
Tf entenderfs
de tus comas ; del negocio,
del trabajo, de cualquiera
de esas mil eosas de fuera
de las qu hablfls por ahf...
IDe esta pequenes, slqulera,
dllame entender a mil
Td andas fuera, reclamado
por mil eosas. Mi saber
todo, en eambio, aquf encerrado,
lo tendrA todo llorado
cuando emplecee td a entender.
In esta casa yo soy
centro y lus; en ella voy
comsumieodo ml exlstencla.
Td pasa#: pero yo estov,..
j Comprends* la diferencia?

She

But while the woman takes care of the Immediate physical and
spiritual welfare of the family, it Is the man who sets up
the moral standards and guides the beliefs of his children.
La casa (194&& in which Peraân has set forth his concept
of the family, stresses the obligation of following the ideals
and standards of the father, even after he is dead.

This

drama presents the struggle of a widow and her children to
preserve their home.

The spirit of the father permeates the

His ideals and standards, his poetry, and the memories

home#

of daily living with him are deeply imbued in the widow and
the children:

they strongly react against anyone who would

threaten the happiness of their home, by destroying the
memory of the father*s spirit.

An old admirer of the mother

wishes to marry her with the purely noble Intention of pro
viding for the family’s financial and spiritual security.
The mother wavers and accepts, for she feels that the family,
if it is to remain united, needs the guidance and support of
But the children, united by the memory of the father,

a man.

rebel against the mother’s decision.

They convince her that

the faith and love in the home, the spirit of the father, and
the memories of their happy daily life with him, act as a
mysterious power to protect and maintain the integrity of the
family.

The mother realises her mistake and says (p. 1452):

Cuando yo digo *l‘la cas&l” no evoco estas cuatro
parades, que bien podrfan necesitar de tij evoco
ese mundo encantado que 11 erel con su fantasia
y al que nos esclavisd a todos.
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The oldest som becomes bead of the bouse.

With the spirit of

the father to guide him, the mother is sure the family will be
preserved.

As the play ends, she recites a prayer in verse

written by her dead husband (p. I46Ô)î
Senori bendice estes maajares
y bendioe la casa de los mfos,
Mas nuestras vidas claras como rfos
y llena nuestras aimas de cantares...
CoBsérvanos, Senor, la fantasia
y la curiosldad... % esta alegria
de rosa, de cancion y de campanal
lY esta fe en la Poesfa,
que firma parte de mi fe oristianaf
Evidently Pemdn holds the view that the home is something
more spiritual than material.

It is not merely a place where

one hangs bis hat, but the treasury of the values, ideals and
beliefs by which man governs his life.

Family unity does not

depend on the material gifts the children are given, nor the
fact that they all are sheltered under the same roof; it is
the manner of living and the philosophy of life set doim by
the father and exemplified by the mother that unites the
family, and gives the children a defense against the evils
and obstacles that may confront them in the future.
Summarising, we may say that Pem&n^s ideas on matrimony
are in close accordance with the views of the Catholic church.
Be believes that the holy sacrament of matrimony has been made
complicated by the modern generation, who have too often based
their marriages on private pacts of loyalty, or truth.
denounces divorce and shows the wisdom of the church in

He

^7
Gondemnimg it*

The acceptance of divorce, he feels, has

breached the sanctity of the home; both parents are needed
for the proper education and security of the children.

He

holds the view that many marriages have been broken that
could have been preserved if it were not for the easy resort to
divorce.

Conjugal fidelity, understanding, truth, and love,

manifested in outward affection, Peain regards as the essence
of a perfect and permanent union between man and woman.
Pemân*s drama*s reflect the traditional views of the
home and family.

It is in the home that the children are to

learn the beliefs and Ideals which will give them moral
fortitude and high standards by which to pattern their lives.
The mother is to provide security for the children and attend
to their temporal welfare.

The father is to guide the

children's moral life, and to furnish their financial support.

CHAPTER V
CATHOIICISM
Pwa&a wrlteo for the Spanlah Catholic,

Hie ideac are

deeply rooted in Catholic doctrine, and religion enter* into
all of his works.

He believes that one of the greatest uni-

fying force* in the nation i* the national reglllon, Gatholi*
elm.

The church ha* always been a champion of maintaining

the tradition* of Spain.

Those who have attempted to destroy

the unity of the state by bringing is liberal idea* have
always sought to seize the power of the Church,

These enemies

of Spain fear Catholicism, because the Spanish people** deep
faith has always acted as a uniting force against any
threatening outside power that might attempt to suppress
their religious practices,
Cuando las Cortes de CAdlz and the prologue to De ellos

m

M

this attitude.

M W A m

I26& m

Ai

(193a), exemplify

In the former drama, Pemin presents the idea

that the masonic liberal* in the early nineteenth century
attempted to destroy the Catholic Church in order to bring
the new radical ideas of the Bourgeois Revolution into Spain,
These liberals, who advocated civil rights for all, attempted
to take away the greatest liberty of the people, the freedom
to practice their Catholic religion,
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Ha habldo urn robe en el teatro is a criticism of the
Republic*® and its communist supporters* ruthless and un
scrupulous measure to prevent the Spanish from practicing
their religion.

An actress has had a picture stolen from

her dressing room, and complains about it to the stage hands.
When they ask whom it is a picture of, she says (p. 562)j
Pues ae&mbrenee ustedesj no era del Generalfsimo,
elno del que estâ per encima de 41: el "archi#
generalfsimo". Del que mueve su brazo y traza
los caminos en el mmpa. Del que, en las pri
meras boras del Movimiento, le decfa a cada soldado,
al ofdo, por encima del hombro, lo que tenfa que
hacer. Del que tendld su capa sobre el Estrecho,
para que pasaran nuestros hombree cuando parecfa
Imposlble,,. ITa h&brlis comprendldo que estoy
habando de ml deeds del Oran Poderl
The actress says that this theft reminds her of the attempt
made a year and a half ago { in the latter part of 1936) to
take away the Catholic religion from the people,

She asks

the stage workers if they recall that time, when all reli
gious teachers were expelled from the schools and the
Crucifix in the classroom was replaced with a picture of a
lady, supposed to represent Spain, wearing a long cloak of
nlle green and a dark cap on her head.

Or if they remember

when the people were forced to be married by a judge, as if
he were a judge of crimes and they offenders.

Or, if they

can recall the Holy Thursday in which all religious proces
sions were banned; the people at the hour of mass stood
crying in the plaza, because the doors of the church were
locked.

Now the actress receives a note and a coin from a
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#ol4l0r, stating that be took the picture with him to the battle
field,

She aaya that Jesus will protect the soldier and all his

companions,

At home we will remain tranquil, she adds, because

we know that with us goes the Great Power of Spain, Jesus.

Thus

in this drwaa PemAn points out that God will not let anyone
destroy His church:

the followers of Catholicism will triumph.

Since Pem(n believes that Catholicism is essential to the
integrity of Spain, he will not tolerate any other religion,
especially the Jewish religion.

His anti-Semitic prejudice

is quite pronounced in la hidalga limosmera (1944).

In this

play he also bitterly attacks the Lutherans and their beliefs.
The drama takes place in the reign of Charles I of
Spain,

At this time the Jews had already been exiled from

Spain, but some were still living under cover there,

Esteban,

a Catholic, falls in love withSaquel, a member of a Jewish
subersive group.

When an agent of the goveriaent comes to

question Raquel concerning her loyalty to the king, she tells
Esteban that be is her admirer, hoping that Esteban will kill
him,

Esteban in a jealous rage stabs the government agent,

The Jewish subversive group meets to plot against the Catho
lic Church and the government.

The group is depicted by Pemin

as a ruthless and Immoral lot, who hate the Catholic Church
because it refuses to change its doctrines to fit their
selfish purposes.

This is brought out quite clearly when

Don Franefn, a Lutheran, speaks of his philosophy of life
and the Jews all voice their approval.
1146);

He says (pp. 1145-
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La Protesta
eegdn dljo fray Martin,
oifra a#i su dogma entero:
*»Peca fusrte, ma# de euerte
que la fe luaca primero.*
)ÏQ me adelanW a Lutero
en eso de pécar fuerteî
•

•

•

ïo tengo ml ley de Bios:
la ley del dlos del Placer,
que es leta: el primero «amar
a la mujeree"; "juràr
euanto te pueda valer"
e* el segwmdo; "tender,
dlcen el cuarto y tercero;
las manos a euanto quiero,
y antes que todo, a la dama
ajena, *1 e# ella ll&ma
y es cera su caballero*i
"no codiciar con pasidn
mujer de mis de olncuenta",
dice el qulnto, aunque si cuenta
buen caudal, bay excepcldn
por el sexto; "el que a tralcldn
mata, no es el menos bravo",
dice el sfptimo; el octavo,
"miente siempre en mal ajeno",
y el ddclmo y el noveno,
"si martlllo antes que clavo".
En suma; el placer es dlos,
vos su fiel, y entre ll y vos
m bay mis que nubes y vlentos,
con que estos dies mandamlentos
vienen a eneerrarse en dos.
Esteban is now also a member of the Jewish subersive
group.

Don Francin, an old friend of Esteban, asks him why

a devout Catholic, such as be is, has abandoned his religion.
Esteban, revealing the Spaniard's deep faith, says that It is
because be lusts for Raquel (p. 1146)î
no porque dude*,.ial contrario!
fporque creo queues ml Dios I
Ï 0 creo, creo...iOs lleni
de horror1 Lo si... iComo si
que El esti all! como el soil
Este es un modo espanol
e impenetrable de fe*
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In this quotation is found the view that the Catholic religion
is so intrinsically a part of the Spaniards * lives that no
outside Influence can ever destroy the roots of their faith
though it may persuade them temporarily to sin against their
God.
Always a champion of the Catholic Church, Pemân advocates
the unity of Church and state,
clearly.

Cisneros presents this view quite

The drama is concerned with the immortal Cardinal

Jimlnes de Cisneros, the famous regent of Castile from 1)06*
1)17.

He is portrayed by Pemln as a wise, just, and m&gnn*

nimous person, skillfully controlling the government of
Castile.
The Cardinal, in spite of his violent protests, Is
appointed by Queen Isabel the Catholic as regent of Castile,
He maintains a rigid control over the state against the
strong threatening force of the power*hungry nobles.

Be

never shirks his duty even in matters concerning his family.
His brother Don Bernardino dimdnes wishes him to set aside a
court decision for a friend,

Cisneros ignores the request

and justly orders his brother imprisoned.

Cisnero's constant

companion, Diego, kills a Flemish noble who stole his wife
from him.

Cisneros, though he loves Diego dearly, sentences

the latter to death, because the law of the land demands that
a foreigner be protected by the government.
twist the law to suit his own wishes.

He will not

The cardinal throughout
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hl$ regeaey loyally worke for the good of hi# country*

When

Charles of the Netherlands is about to assume the throne of
Spain, Cisneros warns him against the Flemish nobles who are
infiltrating the state and are attempting to gain control of
the government*

He tells him thatSpain must reswiln independent

at any cost.
Thus through the Cardinal, Cisneros, Pemdn attempts to
prove that the state is safe in the hands of the Churdi*

He

refutes quite successfully the idea that the Church lusts for
power and riches,

Moreover, Pemdn regards the church as a un

iting force— not a dominating force.

He vehemently protests

against the accusations that the church excerclses a rigid
control over the society of Spain.
In the preface of Por el camino de la vida, he states
that he wrote the drama with the intention of refuting the
common accusation that the theater is under the subjugation
of the Roman Catholic Church,

The drama is presented in its

original form without any issligious censorship.

He states

that the charge has been made that the Church deprives the
theatre of the esthetic element of an unexpected solution:
good must always triumph, in order to teach a moral lesson.
For instance, in drama* concerning marriage, conjugal
order is always re-established in the end.
disagrees with this view.

Pemdn, however

The church does not censor the

dramas, he states, as shown in Por el camino de la vida
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Im which good doe# not triumph*

But PemAn adda that the

theatre ought to teach a moral leaaon for one of the better
purpoeee of drama le to awaken the noblest and highest
qualities that are in our soul.
Por el camino de la vida (1920) attempts to prove that
the Spaniard *s deep faith is not generated by fear of damna*
tion, but by a true love for his Creator and Redeemer,

Relia,

the protagonist, has been the mistress of a famous writer, Dion,
for five years.

When Dion leaves her, she attempts to commit

suicide, but she is saved by her doctor, Don Pablo, and Sister
Felicidad, the Mother Superior of a neighboring orphanage.
Relia needs a serious operation, which may cost her life.
Sister Felicidad and Don Pablo beg Relia to make peace with
the Lord, because she is in danger of death.

But Bella is

unsure because she does not wish to give all of herself to
the Lord.

She may repent now, but if Dion returns to her,

she would accept him back and return to her sinful existence.
But Sister Felicidad, showing the mercy of the Lord, replies
(p. 2024):
Dios no se hiso hombre para eonvencernos con sus
rasones; as.hiso para que le quisiéramoa como a
un amigo...il quidn no tiene fe en un amigo?
With the threat of death facing her. Relia decides to confess
her sins to the priest.
formed.
with her.

The operation is successfully per

Dion returns to Relia and asks for a reconciliation
Bella tries to remain steadfast, but finally she
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waver# and ruehae to him*

Slater Felioidad warma Helia that

ahe la eaqpactlng too much mercy from the Lord.

Hella, reveallmg

her deep love of the Lord and her complete truat in Hia mercy,
exclaims (p. 2063):
(Mmnca ea demaaladof,..%a que no por résulta, por buena..,,
puede qua El me raclba urn dfa por humilde, por derrotada...
Porque mi alma lo confleaa con todaa mla fuerzaa...Nada nl
madle me har& negar la verdad, la lua.i^.Sd claramentq la
Ingratltud da lo qua hag*...* pero*., *mo puedo)*., $no
pudo!...Sl te baata mi bumlldad,.., Dloa mio..., algun
d£a..4puede Td por los dost
Dion, though an atheiat, ia deeply moved on witnessing Relia*a
beautiful feeling toward God, for he aaya that he suddenly
finds a new respect for the Catholic faith (p. 2063);
Helia aigwe firms an au fe,,aun contra al mlama...
lun an medio do au p a i d n . * R o era entonoea una
augeatidn a la orllla del peligro%*.,Mo llore del
todo, Hermana, la oatdatrofe de au obra...Puede que
Dioa quiera venir a mi encuentro por ese,camino...
No con suetoe nl fantasmas de muerte...,iÀ la lus
del aol..., por el oamlno de la vida*
Neither hella aor Dioa reform, but there is the hope that
through Helia*e real love of God both will change their
lives and gain salvation,
la the preface to Pg;*; el c m l n o ^

(P* 2025)

Pemdn atate* that in this drama he wishes to llluatrate that
la fe no ea una fdrmula mdgica que por af sola cure
de la paaidn y el pecado, y ea preciaamente la dabilidad paaional de la protagonlata, aun deapuda
da recobrada au fe***ad qua ea pecado..,, pero
Ino puedo!**-, lo que provoca an su amante iacrl-*
dulo la primera perplejidad: au conmocidn al
ver que la fe puede estar Intacta aun a eontrapelo de una gran pasidn que la deaobedece, de*
moatrando aai qua ea mis fuerte que elle, y no
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ima mera
mledoaa da ImatanteB
oalmiemto o da proxlmidadaa da muarta,
aaoiAroao daaubrimlanto el qua har6 ver
el amaata, urn rayo da luz,,.., qua haca
su ooaversidn future*”

da da*»
E» eat#
a Dion,
emparar

deep davotlon to the Blesaad Virgin can be
observed in several of bis dramas, but it Is most noticeable
Por la VlrjRen Ganitana and

gw oui ere a

2^

the former drama, Captain Zapata exemplifies the personal love
the Spaniard bas for the Blessed Virgin.

A romantic Don Juan

type of sinner from Aragon, he has no more ties with the super*
natural than his devotion to the Virgin of the Pillar.
says (p. 712)*
Pilar**

Be

**Bn Dios ya no sd si creo... fPero creo en el

T$fice the Virgin tests Zapata's devotion to her.

First she appears as a hungry woman begging for food.

When

Zapata gives her some food and asks her name, she tells him
that she is called *1^ Misteriosa,* and then gives him a
medallion of the Virgin of the Pillar,
is at a

Later, when Zapata

tavern awaiting a duel with a French siarshal *La

Misteriosa* again appears, begging food for her child in the
name of the Virgin of the Pillar.

Zapata has no money, but

his unbounded love for the Virgin of the Pillar will not
allow him to refuse her.
money; he loses,

He gambles his sword to obtain the

A card player offers to buy his gun and he

sells it, but when he returns with the food the lady is gone.
Zapata now comes to the realisation that the woman is the
Virgin of the Pillar.

Zapata, an arrogant man, making a great
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#&orlflG# for the Virgin, humbly bege the French marehel to
releaae him from hie obligation.

Later, captured by the

French, Zapata la tortured to make him divulge information
concerning the defence of Zaragoza.

No longer able to with

stand the pain, be begs Teresa to stab him in order that he
may not betray hie country.

Upon dying Zapata begs the Virgin

of the Pillar to obtain salvation for him.

Misterlosa*

appears and helps him to pray to God (p. 71$)t

"For tu amor y

tu bonded perdonad a este pobre pecador.”

Through his singular

devotion to the Virgin of the Pillar, Zapata merits salvation.
51

me quieres £ mg, de .las illustrates the love of God*s

Mother for her devout ones, and her protection of the Catho
lics.

The drama presents an episode in the life of Father

Guillermo Chaminade in the days of the religious persecution
of the Terror In Bordeaux.

Undaunted by the persecution,

Father Chaminade, disguised as a grinder, continues to carry
on his religious work.

Tired of hiding from the government

soldiers, he decides to test whether God wants him, or desires
that he continue his work on earth.
for him, he remains near them.

When the soldiers search

They pass by him without dis

playing any recognition of his presence.

The Blessed Virgin

has protected him with a white mantle, hiding him from the
view of the soldiers.

Recognising this as a sign from God to

carry on His work, he aecides to establish a religious order
dedicated to teaching the maternal love of the Blessed Virgin.

6»

In

^

reveal* hi* concept of God.

(1943) Pemëa clearly
The title of the drama la taken

fro* a etatement, a little dieeoncertlng, by Jeeue in the
Bible*

"I have not come to bring peace but war,"

The meahing

of thle statement, Pwa&n say* in the preface of the play
(p. 919)* is that
&1 no habfa venido a traer la falsa pas del
mundo, la pas de la aeomod&cidn fleil y de
la cosgpoaenda, sino la guerra al prejuicio, la
conveniencia y la mentira.
Father Juan de Dios, the protagonist, is a priest not of peace,
but of war.

He disturbs the peace to put things right again.

He helps all the town solve their problems.

He is visited one

day by a middle-aged woman, Purificael6n, who wishes to enter
the convent.

He learns from her that she has had an illegl-

timate son by a prominent man in the town, Paco Iniesta.
Paco took the child and married again.

His wife has since

died and his son wishes to marry, but his father will not
permit it.

Father Juan wisely advises Purificacidn to

attempt a reconciliation with her Wsband.

In entering a

convent she would not be fulfilling the wishes of the Lord;
her place is with her son and his father.

She tells the

priest that her pride will not allow her to become reconciled
with Paco ; God surely cannot demand of her such a sacrifice.
Father Juan replies to her (p. 925): "Dios no pide mis de lo
que puede la flaquesa humana..."
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father Juan de Dloa imaediately begins to put everything
In order.

He vlelte Paeo Iniesta and asks him to take back

hie wife.

Paco tells him that he Is ashamed to ask bis %flfe

to return to him.
the formula of God.
wife.

The Father tells him that hope and love Is
The lord will help him to unite with his

Paco agrees to try to start a new life with Purlflcacldn,

Then Father Juan questions Paco as to bis refusal to let his
son marry.

Paco eaqplalns that the son wishes to marry Chorll,

the daughter of Josë Crespo, a man from whom be stole a family
estate through a legal trick.

Later Paco*s son leaves home.

He sends a message which states that he will commit suicide If
Chorli does not come to him.

Ghorll attempts to meet him but

Father Juan stops her and promises to help her.

The priest

Informs Purlficacidn of the matter and brings her to Paco *s
home.

He begs José Crespo and Paco to forget their differ*

ences for the happiness of their children.

He reminds them

that God In his mercy died on the cross so that even the
greatest sinner could obtain salvation.

Don Pedro and Paco

settle t^heir dispute by agreeing to permit their children
to marry and by giving them the disputed estate.
Puriflcacldn get married.

Paco and

Father Juan de Dios, In making

war to uproot the antagonism between the families, In the
end brings peace to the lives of these people.
This drama reveals Pemdn's concept of God as the
epitome of wisdom, understanding, and love, whose kindness
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aad mercy help man to carry his cross in life with courage
and sacrifice,

God in His wisdom gives man, with his weak

nesses and foibles, a chance to start a new life when he
wavers and falls from grace.

But Pemân’s God is not a

passive God; he fights to save every soul, through man's
prayers, grace given to the sinner, and through his chosen
workers, the priests.
lines, as ïâ no M

Often God writes straight with crooked

venido g traer Ig.

exemplifies.

To

bring real peace to the soul. He disturbs the false peace
of smoldering grudges, of unsettled disputes, of lies for
convenience sake, and of false pride which makes man refuse
to humble himself.
is his dramas discussed in this chapter illustrate,
Pemln is a devout Catholic and a champion of the Catholic
church.

Not only does he fervently adhere to its doctrines,

but he feels that its traditional attitude has helped to
preserve the great values of Spain, and to maintain her
independence and national integrity.

Holding this view,

it is natural that Pemin should advocate the unity of
church and state.

He feels that the Catholic Church has

been unjustly accused of desiring to attain a rigid control
in Spain.

Re recalls the reign of Cardinal Jlmdnez to

justify this view.
Intolerant to the point of being bigoted, Pern6a desires
that all other religions be suppressed in Spain,

The utter
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he holds for the Jews and Latherane la quite evident
in one of hie dramas.
Pemin*s religion is not based on fear of damnation, but
on love of God.

If man truly loves his Creator, no matter how

great a sin he may commit, there is always hope that he will
return to the grace of God and gain salvation.

A God of love,

not of fear, He understands human weaknesses and gives man no
sacrifice which he is not able to bear.

When man is misled,

God through grace and through his appointed auxiliaries, the
clergy, helps man to realize his errors add redeem himself.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
pr#8#ntatloA of Jose Marfa Peaüin'a Ideaa Im the
foregoing chaptera demonetratee that be la a man of definite
etandarda and attitudes.

Few of the oharactera In hla dramas

are outatandlng in themselves; Instead they come close to
being puppets which he uses to illustrate bis Ideas,

The

essence of his drama Is the Important moral* political,
social emd religious issues of his day— national dignity and
the historic destiny of Spain, absolute government and poli
tical reform, matrlswnlal harmony and family unity, Catholi
cism, and traditionalism,
in ardent patriot, Psmdn holds the view that Spain^s
historic destiny is to assume her role as the great nation
she was in the past.

He looks back to the great days of

the Spanish world empire and in the perspective of time
the moonlit ruins of the past tend to obscure the crude
realities of yesterday.

He recalls only Spain’s role as

the creator of a universal culture, through her great work
of colonisation, her Immortal personages, such as Cisneros,
or her historic military triumphs, such as the Spanish
guerillas*6 valiant defeat of the powerful Napoleonic army.
Pem6n*s retrospection of the past glories of Spain
incites him to feel that complete communion with the past
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le necessary, If the present generation la to triu^h In its
struggle to find Spain a place in the sun.

It must maintain

her sacred traditions»-those standards and values which have
given Spain character and historic individuality,
Peraân voices the opinion that the rest of Europe has
lost the real meaning of life by replacing the worthy stan
dards and ideas of the past with materialistic criteria.

He

saw that Spain, in its chaotic and weakened state in the 1930'®,
had tended to become influenced by foreign ideas and was gradu»
ally ceasing to demand the highest standards for itself*

His

fear that the Civil War had threatened Spain’s traditions made
him become an avowed advocate of sacrifice by the people at
all costs to preserve the important values which had made
Spain a great nation— the sacred traditions of the true faith,
family unity, and an independent and nationalistic spirit.
Always under the banner of traditionalism, Pem(n
strongly supported absolute rule.

Monarchy had been the

established government in Spain, except for brief periods
in history, until 1931 when the Republic was established.
He was an avowed enemy of the Republic because he felt that
it stood for the foreign liberal and radical ideas which would
destroy the historic precedents of Spain.

He supported, and

still supports, the nationalist party because they defended
the national religion, Catholicism, and also promised the resto
ration of the monarchy, once order had been established in Spain.
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@xca#eiv* natlonallam aleo eaumes hia view# to
be Im accordance with the Fascist Franco government.

Obsessed

with the idea that Spain must ag@d.n become a great nation, be
advocates the Fascists* organlsmic theory of the state.

He Is

convinced that the state is all-powerful and the people only
cells In an organism, must be willing to sacrifice themselves
to maintain the power of the state.

His concept that there can

only be one absolute ruler, if there is to be order and autho
rity, is closely akin to Fascist ideas.
One of the main precepts of Fascism is racial superiority,
Femdn's advocacy of this idea was clearly illustrated in his
playlet, in Almoneda. summarised in the second chapter.

In

this piglet, it is Europe, representing the white race, who
goes through the world whitewashing the black and yellow races
that kneel before her in order to enlighten them.
Pem&n*s ideas on government which follow along some of
the Fascist lines are not inconsistent with his belief in
absolute rule by a monarch, for he feels that Spain in its
present weakened state can only regain order and authority
by the Fascists* strong rule.

Once order is established,

Spain can again return to its traditional government.
â crusader against the evils deteriorating his country,
Fem6n could not approve of the moral squalor of Spanish poli
tics in the 19)0*s.

He lashed out against the lethargic

politicians, who only acted as leeches on the state and
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refused to make any internal Improvementa.

These corrupt

représentatives of goveranent, he felt, hate the common man
and aspired only to become members of the aristocratic class*
Their ignorance and indifference had caused Spain to live
under the illusion of a false jpeace until she was abruptly
awakened by the Civil War.
Pemfn is also the champion of a traditionalism in social
standards that cannot be reconciled with the present fast
manner of living.

He feels that the modern generation has

become enslaved to the inferior conventions of today in its
race to free Itself from the traditions of the past.

He

disapproves of the youth of today and protests against their
unrestraint and lack of scruples.

He feels that they have

lost sifdit of the real meaning of life.

Living has become

to them simply a matter of material enjoyment.

They have

compromised their ideas, adopting all the now foreign
customs, regardless of their inferiority, in order to be
popular in society.

He also criticises the gross materialism

of the present money-making spirit that has forgotten the
beauty of creating something whole in its greed from material
gain.
An advocate of simplicity and wholesomeness in living,
Pemdn holds the view that man must return to the traditional
way of life, full of spiritual ideals, in which people governed
by truth work, pray, believe and hope in their simplicity.
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Peaân»» interest in the integrity of the family is para
mount because as the basic unit of society, it is truly essen
tial to the welfare of the state.

Spain»a sacred tradition of

the maintenance of the sanctity of the home, he feels, has
united this nation.

He believes marriage is sacred.

It has

been elevated to the dignity of a sacrament by the Lord
because it entails the moral responsibility of parenthood^
His religious beliefs and his traditional attitude make him
denounce vehemently the common acceptance of divorce in other
countries.
lines.

His conception of the home also follows traditional

The mother is to raise the children and manage the

household.

The father is to set the social standards for and

guide the beliefs of the children,
Catholicism has a great influence also on Petaan*s social
and moral standards and political views.
are based on Catholic doctrine.

His moral standards

His advocacy of simplicity in

living, according to the will of God, makes him violently
protest against those who have let science replace religion
in their eagerness for worldly success.
Pemdn*s Catholic view also colors his political theories.
Re strongly advocates unity of church and state*

His dramas

manifest the belief that the church is not a dominating force
which seeks riches or power.

If it has a great influence in

Spain, this is because of the deep faith of the Spaniards
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Pemâm*# support of Catholicism is not only due to his
religious fervor, but also to his traditional attitude,
Catholicism is the established national religion of Spain.
It has supported traditional standards and ideas for centu
ries.

The people’s religious fervor has always acted as a

unifying force against any outsiders who attempted to infil
trate Spain and supress the practice of Catholicism,
At times, ? m $ M uses Catholicism for propaganda purposes.
He holds the view that the Spanish are superior people because,
as upholders of the true religion, they are favored by the
Lord,

Therefore, he concludes that, as the chosen people of

the Lord, the Spanish should be entitled to lead the other
CfiTlstian nations of Europe.

His bigoted attitude that the

Jewish and Protestant religions must be eliminated in Spain
he justifies by the fact that any competitive religion in
Spain would destroy the unifying power of the Catholic
Church there.
In short, Pemdn’s dramatic works reveal him to be a
votary of maintaining the traditional government, social
standards and religion of Spain.

Pemân believes that the

national culture is the great unifying force in a state,
and that if Spain is to become a leading nation her
national dignity must be maintained.
Some may judge P a i n ’s works as mere propaganda and
therefore of little value as literature.

But the important
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fact to rememtfcr in judging hlc draaaa la that many of the
Spanish people believe in the ideas presented in his dramas,
for his playe gained him his greatest fame even before
Franco and his goverm&ent supported him*

Therefore it seems

quite justified to say that Pemdn^s dramas are of some value
in that they reveal the trend of thought and social and
political conditions existing in Spain during the last
thirty years.
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